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STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES AS THEY 
RELATE TO PERCEIVED TURKISH MAKAM MUSIC CASE STUDY: 
KANUN 
SUMMARY 
The world of musical practice has taken a huge turn when the first sound recorders 
were invented. Enabling the birth of phonograpy, these recorders have changed the 
perception of music, adding a brand new dimension to it: recorded music. Since then 
the world of sound recording has evolved and made use of every possible new 
technology.  
 
As sound engineering became acknowledged as a profession and a form of musical 
art, the literature around this new branch has started to grow. Schools and books on 
this topic have now the aim to give practical guidelines to people who are willing to 
learn sound production techniques without rediscovering already existing techniques. 
So far, the world of Western music and popular music production has already a well-
established circle that spreads the necessary information to those who are willing to 
make use of it. 
 
As for all new inventions and discoveries, the application of certain techniques may 
differ from each other depending on the context. For music, the similarities and 
differences between cultures have already created branches such as musicology or 
ethnomusicology. Hence, the sound recording techniques that are applied to each 
genre of music actually must have their own details and preferences to it. 
 
The main goal of this dissertation work is to capture the actual situation of music 
production in the world of sound engineering applied to traditional Turkish 
instruments, focusing on the kanun. The research will focus on microphone 
techniques that can be used for recording the kanun. In order to get a broader picture 
of the current situation of musical production preferences, a field research with three 
stages is prepared and applied. 
 
The first stage tried to collect the existing recording techniques for both stereo and 
mono that can be applied on the instrument. Of course, previous practical kanun 
recording experience was added and a list of recording setups was prepared. 
Regarding the typical repertoire of the instrument, three small etudes in the makams 
of Nihavend, Rast and Hicaz using typical kanun playing techniques were written.  
 
The second stage of the research consisted of using the laboratory, namely the ITU-
MIAM recording studio for preparing the samples of different microphone 
techniques. Almost all available microphones were used and all three etudes were 
recorded over eight different setups. Afterwards the survey with appropriate 
questions on sound preferences is prepared. The survey is meant to be not to long: In 
total, there were twenty questions with listening samples of about ten seconds 
  xviii
duration. It had two main parts: First part included questions on stereo techniques 
with grades. Second part was mainly on mono recordings, descriptive words, and 
other comparative questions.  
 
Finally, the third stage covered the field research part where three groups involving a 
kanun recording production were interviewed: Kanun players, sound engineers and 
non-musicians. Thirty people from each group -ninety people in total- were asked the 
same questions on their kanun preferences for a possible solo kanun recording made 
in a studio. 
 
To the end of this research, the results were summarized in the evaluation chapter. 
This chapter discusses and comments on the results of every question. Some 
questions indeed show obvious accumulations indicating different preferences of 
each subject group.  
 
The conclusion of this work presents suggestions for working methods to approach 
recordings involving the kanun. The set that defines various artistic choices of all 
groups are compared and interpreted. The main product of this research will be to 
deliver these comments together with the recordings where readers can listen and 
comment on what they hear and make use of the ideas presented in this research in 
order to study for future sound engineering research topics regarding other 
undiscovered recording techniques. 
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TÜRK MAKAM MÜZİĞİ İLE İLGİLİ KAYIT YAPIM YÖNTEMLERİNİN 
İSTATİSTİK YOLUYLA DEĞERLENDİRMESİ: ÖRNEK OLARAK KANUN 
İNCELEMESİ 
ÖZET 
Ses kayıt teknolojisinin dünyada izlediği gelişme yalnızca müzik kavramının büyük 
çoğunluk için algısını tümüyle etkilemekle kalmamış, yepyeni bir müzik boyutunun 
doğmasına yol açmıştır: Kaydedilmiş müzik. Ses mühendisliğinin, hem yeni bir 
meslek kolu, hem de müzik sanatının uzantılı bir şekli olarak kabul görmesinden beri 
çevresinde oluşan yazılı kaynakların sayısı hızla artmaktadır. Özellikle klasik Batı 
müziği ve popüler müzikle ilgilenen kayıt dünyası, oldukça düzenli işleyen bir bilgi 
aktarım ağı içinde çalışmaktadır. Her yeni icat veya teknoloji için halledilmesi 
gereken mühim sorun, yeni uygulamaların yapılacağı alan ve bağlama bağlı ortaya 
çıkan farklılıkların tesbitidir. Müzik için bu durum sadece kültürlerin arasındaki 
farklılıkları ve benzerlikleri inceleyen müzikoloji gibi bir bilimin doğmasına yol 
açmıştır. Doğal olarak farklı müziklere uygulanan ses kayıt tekniklerinin de kendine 
özel ayrıntıları ve tercihleri olacaktır. 
 
Bu çalışmanın ana hedefi ses mühendisliği alanında müzik yapım uygulamalarının 
dünyadaki güncel halinden yola çıkarak kanun sazına odaklı bir şekilde 
mikrofonlama tekniklerinin Türk Makam Müziği sazlarına uygulanmasını 
tartışmaktır. Burada amaçlanan, müzik yapımı için günümüzde tercih edilenleri 
tınıları ve beğenileri tespit etmektir. Bu sebeple üç ana aşaması olan ve kanun ile 
ilgili denekleri içeren bir beğeni anketiyle gerçekleştirilen bir alan çalışması 
yapılmıştır. 
 
Bu alan çalışmasının ilk ana aşaması kaynak araştırması olarak özetlenebilir. 
Öncelikle stüdyolarda bulunabilecek olası mikrofon seçkilerini varsayarak, kanun 
kaydederken uygulanabilecek stereo mikrofonlama tekniklerinin seçilmiştir. Buna 
göre A-B tekniği, ORTF tekniği, Blumlein tekniği ve XY tekniği uygun görülmüştür. 
Bu tekniklerin başlangıç noktaları olmaları amacıyla, kanuna göre ön, yan ve üst 
tarafa olmak üzere üç ana konumda uygulanması tasarlanmıştır.  
 
Buna ilave olarak tecrübe edilmiş kanun kayıt birikimiyle birlikte yakından mono 
kayıtlar için birkaç uygun nokta seçilmiş ve bu noktalara farklı tipte ve markada 
mikrofonlar yerleştirilmek suretiyle kayıt kurulumları tasarlanmıştır.  
 
Kanun için tipik bir anket repertuarı veya uyaran oluşturmak amacıyla kanunda 
sıklıkla kullanılan teknikleri içeren Nihavend, Rast ve Hicaz makamlarında üç adet 
kısa etüt yazılmıştır. Taksim veya düz makam seyirleri yerine müzik örneklerinin 
kullanılması, denekler için sadece kayıt tınısı farklılıklarına yoğunlaşmaları için 
mühimdir. Bu etütlerde tipik kanun teknikleri (fiske, tremolo, glissando gibi) 
kullanılmış ayrıca yer yer durakların yerleştirilmesiyle anket için kısa müzikal 
cümlelerin çıkarılması kolaylaştırılmıştır. 
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Bu araştırmanın laboratuar aşaması olarak da tanımlanabilecek ikinci aşamasında 
alan çalışmasının anketinde kullanılacak kayıt örnekleri İTÜ-MİAM kayıt 
stüdyosunda kaydedilmiştir. Kayıtlarda preampflikatör ve analogtan dijitale çevirici 
faktörünü etkisiz kılmak için sekiz eş kanallı Grace Design preamfisi ve yine sekiz 
kanallı Apogee dönüştürücüsü kullanılmıştır. Bu kısıtmadan dolayı etütler herbiri 8 
mikrofonu kapsayan sekiz farklı kayıt düzeninde kaydedilmiş ve stüdyo bünyesinde 
bulunan hemen hemen her mikrofon kullanılmıştır.  
 
Kaydedilen etütlerden kısımlar seçilmiş ve beğeni anketinin soruları hazırlanmıştır. 
Anketin süresinin çok uzun olmaması gerektiği dikkate alınarak toplamda yirmi soru 
hazırlanmasına karar verilmiş, sorulardaki örneklerin sürelerinin de yaklaşık on 
saniye kadar olması sağlanmıştır. Ardaşıl gelen sorularda kullanılan müzik 
kesitlerinin farklı olmasına dikkat edilmiştir.  
 
Anket iki ana bölümden oluşturulmuştur: İlk bölüm stereo teknikleri kullanan sorular 
ve bunların sıfatlarla puanlanmasından oluşmaktadır. Bu bölümde olası stüdyo 
kısıtlamalarına göre tercihler sunulmuştur. Beğenilen seçeneklerin çeşitli sıfatlarla 
puanlaması istenmiştir.  
 
Anketin ikinci bölümünde ise esas olarak mono kayıtlar dinletilmiştir. Burada mızrap 
sesi, ana gövde ve istenmeyen gürültüler göz önüne alınarak bir kelime seçkisi 
oluşturulmuş ve deneklerin duydukları ses örneklerini bu tasvir kelimelerinden en az 
bir veya birkaç tanesini seçmek ayrıca yeni kelimeler ekleme yöntemiyle tasvir 
etmeleri istenmiştir. Bu bölümün diğer sorularında iki farklı kayıt noktası, aynı 
noktada farklı marka ve tipte mikrofonların kıyaslamaları sorulmuştur. 
 
Araştırmanın üçüncü aşamada alana çıkılmış ve kanun kayıt işiyle alakalı olabilecek 
üç ana grubun denekleri ile görüşmeler yapılmıştır. Bunlar kanuniler, ses 
mühendisleri ve dinleyicilerdir. Her gruptan otuzar kişi ile görüşülmüş ve toplamda 
bu doksan kişiye solo kanun için stüdyo kaydı ile ilgili beğenilerini ölçen sorular 
discman ve kulaklık yardımıyla dinletilmiş ve aynı şekilde sorulmuştur. 
 
Araştırmanın ardından sonuçlar değerlendirme bölümünde özetlenmiştir. Bu 
bölümde her sorunun sonucu tek tek tartışılmış ve yorumlanmıştır. Gerçekten de bazı 
soruların sonuçları bazı grupların tercihlerini belirtecek çok bariz yığılmalar 
göstermektedir. Her grubun kendi sanatsal beğenisi karşılaştırılmış ve üzerine 
yorumlanmıştır. 
 
Araştırmanın vardığı en önemli bulgular şöyle özetlenebilir: Temelde mono kayıtlar 
stereo kayıtlara göre daha çok tercih edilmektedir. Bu konuda her üç denek grubu da 
hem fikir görünmektedir. Mono kayıt yapılması durumunda kanunun üzerinde 
seçilen B noktası genel tını itibariyle daha uygun bulunmuştur.  
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Şekil 1: Kanun üzerinde tek mikrofonla kayıt için seçilmiş B noktasının grafik 
gösterimi. 
 
Bu kayıtlarda mızrap sesini olduğunundan az aktaran mikrofonlar özellikle kanuniler 
tarafından çok beğenilmiştir. Mesela şerit mikrofonlar veya doğuşkan cevabı daha 
zayıf olan kondensör mikrofonlar, daha yüksek kalite mikrofonlara göre daha çok 
beğenilmiştir. 
 
Stereo kayıtlar için de yine aynı mikrofonları kullanan Blumlein tekniği ve XY 
tekniği ilgi uyandırmıştır. Her iki teknik de merkezleri kaynağa göre çakışık iki 
mikrofon ile yapıldığından mono uyumlu stereo tekniklerdir. Bunların yine B noktası 
civarında kanun yüzeyinden yaklaşık 50cm yukarda yerleşimi iyi bir tını 
yaratmaktadır. 
 
Ayrıca bazı seslerin tasvirinde kelimeler konusunda uyumlar bulunmuş ve yeni 
kelimeler önerilmiştir. Burada mühim olan en önemli çıkarım, bir çalışma sırasında 
kanunilerin ve ses mühendislerinin birbirlerini yönlendirirken kullanacakları 
sıfatların net akustik unsurlara yönelik yapılmasının daha faydalı olacağıdır. Mırap 
sesi, oda sesi mandal sesi bunlara örnektir. Örneğin, doğal veya yapay kelimelerinin 
her denek tarafından farklı algılandığı ve neticede herhangi bir somut yönlendirmeye 
katkıda bulunmadıkları gözlenmiştir. Bunların yanında genel dinleyici grubunun net 
dağılımlar göstermediği tesbit edilmiştir.  
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Şekil 2: Kanun üzerinde çakışık eksenli iki mikrofon ile üstten kayıt tekniğinin 
grafik gösterimi. 
 
Araştırmanın sonunda çıkan esas ürün bu yorumlarla beraber sunulan ses kayıtlarının 
toplamıdır. Çalışmanın ek DVDsinin ilk bölümünde 1910’dan 2009’a kadar yapılmış 
kanun kayıtlarından örnekler bulunmaktadır. DVDnin ikinci ve üçüncü bölümlerinde 
bu çalışmanın üç kanun etüdünün bütün kayıtlarını içeren stereo ve mono kayıtlar 
sunulmuştur. Dördüncü bölümde deneklere yapılan ankette kullanılan etüt kesitleri 
soruldukları şekilde sunulmuştur. Okuyucular bunları dinleyip bu araştırmada oluşan 
fikirlerle birlikte, üzerinde henüz çalışılmamış başka kayıt yapım teknikleri 
konusunda kullanıp faydalanabilirler. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Since the recording technology began having more effect on the access and 
consumption of music, there exist literatures on the techniques for creating the 
production of music. Being a technical craft born in Western culture, mainly in 
Western Europe and North America, the literatures of reference on recording 
techniques are mostly originating from countries of the same area. As a natural 
consequence of this constellation, these books mostly deal with the application of 
certain techniques to those instruments frequently recorded in the studio productions 
of countries in the above-mentioned area. Hence, many reference books deal with the 
recording and mixing of instruments like the guitar, piano, drums, brass groups, 
string sections, etc. mainly those instruments that are commonly used in Western 
classical and popular music. They mostly describe how to put certain types of 
microphones to certain positions of these instruments or orchestra sections in order to 
record certain musical content for usages in different recording contexts. As in 
(Streicher 1998: 42), the recording has the aim to create a new event that has never 
happened in real time. In other words, since all concert performances the recording is 
never the same of what one hears when the performance is directly next to the 
audience. Books on Western music recording techniques mostly refer to this entire 
aesthetic process as production. One should generally understand that the production 
of a certain style of music consists of the set of decisions made during the tracking, 
mixing and mastering stages of an album in order to achieve the aimed representation 
of a selected style of music.  
Naturally, the following question would appear immediately: What is the reference 
of an ideally prepared production? This question does not have a single answer. 
There are many perspectives to the issue but one thing is sure: The decision-making 
process is a rather subjective one than objective. There are maybe endless ways of 
microphone placements and mixing possibilities for recording a single instrument but 
there are few combinations of those, which would mean something for the listener 
and referred to as a “good recording”.  
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Mostly, the sound of those music albums that had huge listener recognitions and 
production quality was taken as reference sound and therefore affected many 
recordings that followed them. This development had of course a pragmatic reason. 
Record companies thought that a widely recognized album must have achieved or 
reproduced the sound image of the artist on the record that is good enough to make 
the listener believe that he or she owns the music of their artist or maybe go further 
and say “it sounds so alive as if the artist is performing next to me”. Originating from 
Europe and the USA, the growing record industry started having a leading role in the 
evolution of audio culture in other countries, especially for the recording of typical 
popular music bands (drums, bass, electrical guitars with amplifiers), singer albums 
(lead and back vocals, piano, acoustic guitars) or classical music (strings, brass, 
woodwinds, harpsichord, percussion). Therefore, genres were born and every new 
recording was prone to keep some “standards” of the previous albums of the style to 
which it was suppose to belong. 
On the other hand, there are almost no references for those instruments, which are 
not commonly recorded in Western studio productions. In other words, there has not 
been any recording widely spread enough to be listened to as a sound reference. For 
example, in the 1930s the Turkish Classical Music (TSM) was only to be listened on 
the radio, so for a long time the reference sound for such music must have been the 
radio sound that reached the audience’s ears.  
In the end, the main motivation of this dissertation is primarily to create at least a 
guideline but more than that a reference work for sound engineers and producers who 
have concerns to record relatively undiscovered instruments in a proper way. Ideally, 
follow-up works shall gather guidelines for all instruments that belong to the Turkish 
music instruments family but that will be the future aim, to which this work will 
contribute hopefully. Starting with the kanun, the work should focus on creating a 
generic approach-method for any instrument that is in a sound recording perspective 
not deeply analyzed yet. In order to create this guideline for recording the kanun, the 
research will try to find out the sound image of this particular instrument in the ears 
of the culture in which it is mostly confronted.  
As a natural consequence of modernity, every technical improvement or any artistic 
innovation gets rationalized and afterwards standardized. Like recording technology 
and its reference books, books on microphone techniques are written to improve the 
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quality of the craft of sound engineering. Since there are not much books on classical 
Turkish instruments, this study may fulfill this need and help the sound engineer 
keep the standardized perspective in creating the appropriate image of Turkish 
makam music when producing. Of course, this will be a help in form of a guideline 
and as any recording engineer would know that guidelines are good for being a 
starting point without reinventing the wheel again. 
Another point to emphasize is the relationship between technology and the course of 
music. As Jacques Attali states in his book “Essai Sur L’economie Politique de la 
Musique” (Attali 2005: 11) music foresees the future. Analogously, the technology of 
music prepares the coming up generation and it changes the way people access to 
music. Technological discoveries (such as the electric guitar) have a drastic impact 
on the evolution course of music. With these facts in mind, one can say that 
especially in the 21st century the future of kanun music is also apparently depending 
on the developments in music technology, therefore, on the form in which it is 
presented. The technology, hence recordings will create and keep the community 
around the kanun and many other instruments and genres.  
As an ongoing topic of discussion, the master to apprentice teaching system of 
Turkish makam music and kanun playing can strongly benefit from a good recording. 
Of course, a good kanun recording for this purpose must have a clear definition of all 
the microtonal moves and passing notes of a certain makam. In the same time, the 
harmonically complex structures of the instrument must be heard in a good 
educational recording. 
1.1 The Aim of the Study            
The primary aim of this research is to create a set of kanun recordings using different 
microphone techniques that will also be the main material for the survey. Based on 
those recordings, the survey will be made with participants consisting of kanun 
players, sound engineers and non-musicians. This survey will try to capture some 
vocabulary for describing the sound in spoken language so that the guidelines can be 
defined or combined with those adjectives. 
The secondary aim would be to have set of recordings from different periods of the 
Turkish recording history of kanun. Mostly, solo kanun recordings will be included-
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since the work focuses on the solo sound- if possible so that a retrospective 
impression of the development on production techniques can be audited. 
Finally, the overall purpose is to create a method for approaching a commonly used 
musical instrument that is within a sound engineering perspective still undiscovered. 
This method is expected to be a basis for future researches on discovering the 
recorded sounds of both other Turkish instruments and undiscovered instruments of 
other musical cultures. For the record, some sound examples of the kanun using 
extended compositional techniques will be presented as well.       
1.2 The Method   
Referring to (Özer 2002: 20) the method of collecting data has three strategic 
methods or stages: library work, laboratory work and fieldwork. The library work or 
the literature stage, which is the analysis that collects all the given material including 
the literature, can be seen as the complete work on finding out the current state of the 
previous works done in this subject. The second stage is the laboratory stage in 
which the preparation before going out to the field research is done. Last but not the 
least is the fieldwork stage where the prepared research meets the subjects of the 
target groups (Özer 2002: 35). The method chosen for this research consists of 
following steps: 
 Analysis of actual microphone techniques regarding possible microphone 
limitations and setups 
 Preparing the musical work or stimuli for the survey recordings  
 Recording the work with simultaneous microphones, which need a 
preparation for a practical recording setup order 
 Preparing the survey with appropriate questions regarding the musical 
material and the microphone technique 
 Surveying kanun players, sound engineers and non-musicians 
 Evaluating the results of the survey and suggesting guidelines for kanun 
recordings as a starting point 
 Presentation of all results delivered through the survey including the 
microphone positions.  
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The first chapter will also cover the brief history of Turkish recording in comparison 
with the world audio history. Focusing on the historical developments, a summary of 
what significantly happened in the 20th century until today will be given.  
The second chapter will explain the general points of today’s studio production 
standards with regard to microphone techniques, especially the ones that will be used 
in this research. 
The third chapter will go into detail of the real process of this research and how the 
method is implemented in real life.  It will start with the reasoning for surveying, the 
configuration and the limitation of the studio, which is the laboratory for this 
research and move over to the music written for this survey, the recording process, 
microphone techniques, and the setup order. Finally, the participant groups of this 
survey will be covered. Survey interviews will be made with kanun players, sound 
engineers and non-musicians, so that different perspectives towards the same 
recording sample set can be compared. 
The fourth chapter will analyze the results of the survey. Based on the dominating 
answers of every question, the preferences of each subject group will be determined 
and the graphical descriptions of these guidelines will be set.  
The last chapter number five will draw conclusions of the results. Stating the 
observations and recommendations, the possible ideas for future projects that could 
follow this one will be covered. 
1.3 Hypothesis  
Seen from a common way, this research will capture the big picture of how the 
recording possibilities of kanun look in the eye of a group of people who were the 
subjects of the survey on this topic. It will certainly deliver some results that will 
give an idea of what people prefer for a representative recording of kanun. Even if it 
would not become a practical manual for an everyday sound engineer, it will at least 
broaden the discussion of the recording sound for Turkish instruments and in the 
same time deliver an approaching method with sound examples attached. 
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In order to have primarily practical results, common studio configurations will be 
taken into account. Some questions of the survey will try to focus on spoken 
language adjectives describing the quality of the sound and asking the subjects to 
describe the sounds that they hear in their own words as well. Practical studio 
limitation situations like when there is only one dynamic microphone or one 
condenser cardioid microphone or two condenser omni directional microphones at 
hand will be discussed.  
As a starting point, following guess for the microphone placement can be as 
presented. Since the main resonators of the kanun are on the right-hand side of the 
instrument, at least one main perspective can be placed looking into the hole of the 
instrument. Only for an acoustic perspective, the general guidelines for recording the 
piano or the European zither can be useful for a start: Since the output is very low 
(i.e. compared to the piano), close miking with a condenser microphone shall create a 
representative sample. However, a coincident stereo microphone pair would make 
the listener hear the harmonically complex structure of the instrument. Every 
possible technique mentioned here will be a part of the survey and submitted to the 
listener group. 
1.4 About Kanun 
 
Figure 1.1 : A picture of the kanun instrument. 
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Kanun is one of the key instruments for Turkish makam music. It has 24 or 27 
courses of strings, with three strings on each course (Karaduman 2008: 12).  The 
range of the instrument is about 3.5 octaves. Altogether it has 72-78 strings (Körükçü 
1998:112). These strings are now made of plastic, such as widely used Dupont brand, 
but there are also PVF strings that keep a better tuning (Karaduman 2009). 
According to Ibn Khalilan’s book “Vefayatük-Ayan”, kanun is said to be built by the 
Turkish scholar Farabi (A.C. 878-950) who was born in the town of Farab in 
Türkistan (Körükçü 1998:112). However, H.G. Farmer states that the word kanun 
does not appear in the book Kitab-I Musiki of Farabi, he uses to word Ma’azif 
instead. It is possible that Farabi gave the most common and final shape to the 
instrument (Körükçü 1998:114). The instrument is commonly used in Turkish, 
Arabic and Persian music.   
Sitting on a chair, the player keeps the kanun on his laps. The angle of the kanun 
becomes horizontal when the players feet are raised about 15cm from the floor. The 
arms of the player do not rest on anything. The position of the hands is shown in 
Figure 1.2. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 : Position of the hands while playing kanun (Karaduman 2007: 147). 
Picks of the plectrums are mostly made of tortoise shells. They are attached to the 
fingers by means of a ring around the index finger (Karaduman 2008: 12). Figure 1.3 
shows how the player picks the strings with the plectrum. 
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Figure 1.3 :  Right hand picking a string group with plectrum (Karaduman 2007: 
148).           
The most important feature of a Turkish kanun is the lever or the switch system that 
enables to split a whole tone interval into 12 komas. This technique allows the player 
to give the exact pitch of every koma of Turkish makam music. It is said to be a 
kamil saz, a mature or complete instrument, an instrument that can play all notes of 
any given makam, a scale or melody group of Turkish music (Ayangil 2009).  Figure 
1.4 depicts a close-up of the left hand changing the lever. 
 
Figure 1.4 : Left hand switching a group of levers to a new tuning (Karaduman, 
2007, 151).         
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We preferred kanun for this research because of its important role in Turkish makam 
music ensembles. Due to its “complete” character, it has a reference role in an 
ensemble with an additional percussive role as well. Discovering the circle around 
this instrument, we will probably understand a little more on the sound matters 
around other instruments. 
 
Figure 1.5 : A simplified diagram of the kanun seen from top. 
Figure 1.5 shows a simplified diagram of the kanun seen from the top. This diagram 
will be used to describe the microphone positions. It simply shows where the leather 
resonators on the right, the main soundboard in the middle, the levers and the pegs on 
the left are placed. The side perspective of the kanun seen from the performers side is  
presented as the diagram shown in Figure 1.6 below. 
 
 
Figure 1.6 : A simplified diagram of the kanun seen from to players side. 
The microphone capsules will be depicted as shown in Figure 1.7. The capsules of 
the microphones here are looking downwards. Even for the case of using 
omnidirectional, or figure-of-eight ribbon microphones, the line below the circle will 
indicate the direction at which the microphone is pointed. 
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Figure 1.7 : A simplified diagram of a pair of microphone capsules looking down. 
 
Figure 1.8 shows the position of the axis center of a coincident stereo microphone 
pair (like an XY pair or a Blumlein pair) that will be explained in chapter two. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.8 : A simplified diagram showing a coincident microphone pair’s center 
point above the kanun.        
One should bare in mind that the diagrams that are presented in this research aim to 
give an idea of how the starting points for these microphone techniques were chosen. 
The distances between microphone capsules and the instrument are not precisely 
labelled in these diagrams but the distances used for the recordings prepared with 
these techniques are documented.  
The diagrams will have the main objective to be guidelines for the sound engineer 
and give a starting point to begin with. These distances can vary depending on the 
sound and character of the recorded kanun. The engineer should do the final 
adjustments on that. The distances and final angles towards the sound source will 
have to be changed in every individual recording case. 
 
R L
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1.5 World Recording History 
This part will attempt to cover the most significant events that took place in the 
world recording history. Emphasis will be given to those events in history that would 
have more impact on our production and music listening culture today. To the end, 
more details related to Turkish Makam Music productions including the kanun will 
be mentioned as well. Focus will be on the twentieth century accepting that the first 
recording made in Turkey is said to be done by 1900.  
1.5.1 Audio Recording Developments of the 19th Century  
The idea of capturing sound goes back to an old history (Suder 1982: 214). Mankind 
have managed to make this idea come true, finally in the 19th century without 
knowing how much impact it would have on the culture around music. 
The second half of the 19th century has been a time where there was a race for 
technological innovations especially in Europe and the U.S.A. Sir Charles 
Wheatstone first mentioned the idea of a ‘microphone’, the device to convert sound 
waves into electrical voltage in 1827. However, it took some decades to have it ever-
realized (URL-3).  
French physician Leon Scott invented the first successful sound writer called the 
“phonotograph” in 1857, which could write the sound waves on a glass cylinder. One 
could see the sound waves but it was impossible to play them back (Suder 1982: 
214).  
One of the preparing inventions could be considered as the telephone in 1876 that 
enabled to convert sound into waves and transmit them. Nevertheless, in 1877 
Edison made the first device that made sound capturing and reproduction possible 
(Suder 1982: 214). In Menlo Park, Edison demonstrated a sound recording by the tin 
foil phonograph. The recording was made on a tin-foil wrapped cylinder turned with 
a hand crank. In 1878, Edison took the patent for this first phonograph (Rossing 
2002: 497).  
In 1891, Emile Berliner’s invention of the gramophone created a huge change in the 
audio culture. Instead of cylinders, recordings were made on flat discs, in other 
words, records. This created a great leap towards mass production, because of the 
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fact that producing big amounts of records became very easy as soon as the master 
disc was manufactured. Back then, the gramophone was generally considered to have 
a greater recording quality than the phonograph (Rossing 2002: 497). 
As another recording technique was created by the Danish scientist Valdemar 
Poulsen in 1898: He managed to write sound magnetically on a steel wire (Suder 
1982: 214). However, the era of magnetic recorders was not happening by then.  
1.5.2 First Throughout Recorded Century: The 20th Century  
In the 20th century, sound recording technology in general had a huge impact on 
world culture. The speed of innovations on that field has increased and with the 
widespread broadcasting possibilities, the innovations and sound productions could 
be shared with a greater part of the world. It has proven that changes in recording 
technology have huge impacts on the social life and community all around (Attali 
2005: 11). Being a century full of events and technological innovation, it will be 
more meaningful to focus on the most significant inventions in the field of sound 
recording. 
The 1920s were the age of acoustic recording. Performers played into an acoustic 
horn that would cut edges into a rotating disc and the recordings were ready to be 
printed (Durham 2008: 1). In 1924, Columbia created the first record with a louder 
output. After Berliner, the 78-rpm disk format became so popular that it turned into a 
standard of its time. The number of production increased and the format brought 
various sorts of music to different places all around the world. Compared to score 
publishing, this time not only composed music was traveling but also a recorded 
interpretation was known all around. This started the concept of star performers 
whose fame could travel around the world before them.  
The next most important change came along with the invention of the vacuum tube 
amplifier in 1925, which made recording and listening music easier in many ways 
(Rossing 2002: 497). The electrical signal produced after the mechanical conversion 
had a better resolution while recording and in the same time, listening to a record at 
home gained a louder volume. 
All recordings made so far were mono recordings. Being a huge principle of today’s 
production techniques, the stereo recording was introduced in the 1930’s. The quality 
of sound on a recording gained another dimension. Based on binaural listening, 
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stereo recordings made a great leap towards three-dimensional perception of music. 
Listening to a stereo recording from a pair loudspeakers give a very new experience 
than what a mono recording would give (Streicher 1998: 2.5). Hence, this approach 
is still kept in most of today’s record productions.  
The panoramic potentiometer (the panpot) was created in 1939 when the first 
stereophonic film Fantasia was made in Walt Disney Studios (Streicher 1998: 10.2).  
Again, the intensity stereo philosophy is still in use for creating a stereo image from 
mono signals.  
The CBS Company created the first LP Record in 1948. Almost immediately, this 
new record format became the next standard. In parallel to this development, the first 
multi-track recording experiments were made in the late 1940s as well. Again, this 
principle is still one of our time’s building blocks for production techniques giving 
the producer more control on the recording. It helps to create the ideal performance 
that the listener wants to have on the record. This system has been in use for such a 
long time that know discussions gather around the topic if this system is imposing a 
single method for all genres of music from different cultures (Greene 2005: 24). 
After the magnetic tape experiments made in the 1950s, the multi-track tape 
recording became a standard in the 1960s. The two-reel cassette of Philips followed 
it by 1962, which set the most popular home format in the 1970s and 1980s. Sony 
had created the first Walkman in 1977, which for the first time made recorded music 
become practically portable and individual as well.  
The search for new storage methods met with digital technology and the first 
compact disc was born by Philips in 1982, which became a standard home format 
during the 1990s. This development was brought another step further by the creation 
of CD-Rs in the mid 90s, which for the first time made music ‘clonable’ for home 
users. In other words, unlike recording records to analog magnetic cassettes, where a 
certain quality loss was inevitable, copying audio CDs to CD-Rs did not have any 
quality loss at all. The clone CD would sound the same as the master original. 
The last but not the least significant change happened in Germany: The Frauhofer 
Institute created the mp3 compression format where sizes of the music files could be 
shrinking down about 90 percent in order to make them easily transferred via any 
digital transmission line. This compression was done by making use of the psycho 
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acoustical masking effect that is created by the ear in the frequency domain (Zölzer 
1997: 257).  In other words, the significant frequencies are kept and the less 
significant ones are left out. So only with the set of important frequencies, the size of 
the file makes it easily up or downloadable in the internet. When played back, the 
mp3 decoder recreates the reduced frequencies by its own approximation. The 
frequencies are close but not the same as the original. Most listeners cannot notice 
the difference anymore but the original file cannot be created again. It is less quality 
format than the CD but this created the latest era were music can be stored in a hard 
drives and was practically immaterialized existing as a code (Attali 2005: 165).  
1.5.3 Recording Culture of Today 
The recording standard of today requires a digital audio workstation that enables 
digital multi-tracking with higher sampling rates. The studios have various types of 
microphones mostly condenser and dynamic trying to supply the demands of various 
recording projects in flexible configurations.  
From the consumer perspective, regardless what the format is (LP, CD, Cassette, 
Mp3), music listening is mostly done in stereo. With portable small-sized mp3 
players people tend to use in ear headphones and carry their music wherever they go. 
On the other hand, the DVD format parallel with the SACD (super audio compact 
disc) brings the possibility to have home cinemas where movies or concert videos 
can be seen with 5.1 channels surrounding sound systems giving a bigger three-
dimensional illusion than a two-channel stereo recording.  
Finally, with the introduction of the FLAC format, music can be stored in smaller file 
sizes without any quality loss. These files are not as small as mp3 files but being 
lossless is their main attraction. Within the 21st century where the internet is shaping 
the culture in very fast way, the discussions for commercial music productions are at 
its top. Today’s studio gear became so cheap that now music can be produced in 
living rooms and easily shared with the world via online music sites like Myspace 
(URL-6). Pirate copies and mp3 exchanging over the net creates more discussions on 
the future of music.  
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1.6 Turkish Recording History 
This brief overview will include the major developments in recording technology and 
state the most influent social changes in the Turkish Musical scene. Similar to 
previous approaches mentioned in (Akgül, 2006) and in (Ünlü 2004), the 20th century 
will be analyzed in three main time sections divided by the events which had the 
greatest impact on the Turkish music scene.  
The phonograph was brought first to Istanbul in 1895 when it was at its decline in the 
west. It was a very short period where people showed great interest for recorded 
sound but this prepared them for the gramophone (Ünlü 2004: 83). Gramophone 
records had the advantage to get mass produced and distributed and therefore 
aroused more attention than phonograph cylinders. Hence, it makes more sense to 
start the periodical sectioning with the gramophone period and mentioning the 
phonograph recordings in parallel.  
1.6.1 The Gramophone Period  
This period begins from 1900 and goes until the beginning of 1960s when the 
gramophone format dominates the recordings until the LP takes over. This period 
starts with the year 1900 because of the “Yeni Cami Recordings” in May 1900, 
which are considered as the beginning of the Turkish recording history. Like many 
other engineers of gramophone companies, William Sinkler Darby, representing the 
Gramophone Company, was sent over to Istanbul and made 176 recordings in 
Turkish and in Greek (Ünlü 2004: 83).  
For about sixty years, European and American companies like Odeon, His Master’s 
Voice, Columbia and Pathe have dominated the Turkish market (Ünlü 2004: 83). The 
catalogues of these companies contain music of all sorts reflecting the diversity of 
Ottoman Empire’s cosmopolitan basis.  
The period from 1900 to 1930 was the time when gramophone recordings were to be 
found everywhere but also portable phonographs were still handy. The first 
commercial recordings were published in 1903. Those records were printed in a 
factory in Hannover and then sent to a company in London (URL-2). The “oldest 
recording in the archives” belongs to Nasip Hanım, her record came out from “The 
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Gramophone and Typewriter Ltd. And Sister Companies” in 1903. The recording 
was probably made in 1900 (Ünlü 2004: 83).  
In the beginning of the century, many musicologists and researchers have made folk 
music collections via recordings. For example, in 1901 Felix Van Luschan recorded 
many folk songs in Antep by means of his portable phonograph. These recordings 
are considered as the first in Anatolia in a local sense (URL-2).  
After the declaration of the second constitutional monarchy in 1908, a period of 
liberty aroused and recording technology became very attractive. Many marches 
commissioned by Sultan Mehmet Reşat were recorded by the Favourite company 
between 1909-1911. During World War I, companies other than Odeon could not do 
any productions. Only Orfeon owned by the Blumenthal Brothers could bring out 
artists like Tamburi Cemil Bey, Neyzen Tevfik, Hafız Yaşar etc (URL-2). 
After the declaration of the Turkish Republic in 1923, a huge reformation in culture 
was taken to agenda. Schools for music and especially for the Western polyphonic 
music were founded in Istanbul and Ankara. European composers like Bartok and 
Hindemith were present and especially interested in the folk music sources of 
Anatolia. Hence, recording groups with gramophone recorders were sent out on 
different missions in Anatolia and collected various folk songs on records. In 1926, 
the first crew of the Istanbul Music School Dar’ül-Elhan made the first trip to the 
south and south-east Anatolia collecting about 250 folk song recordings (Ünlü 2004: 
208)(İlyasoğlu 2009: 297). 
In 1925, the first recordings with electrical microphones were made (Suder 1982: 
297). This changed the sound quality of records and of course, a boom in record 
production followed.  
The first radio broadcast in Turkey was made in the Istanbul Radio in May 1927. The 
Ankara Radio started transmitting in 1928 (Ünlü 2004: 83). Being a central place for 
music production, the radio became another huge player influencing people’s 
musical taste. The year 1932 was the year for the first live broadcast (Ünlü 2004: 
294). 
Consulted by the German composer Hindemith, the Ankara State Conservatory 
started a long-term recording project in 1937 where electrical recorders were used. 
All in all over 17 years of research 8000 folk tunes were collected. 
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After 1938, the usage of Teficord tapes for recording became useful for location 
recordings but the quality of those tapes were not as good as the gramophone 
recordings. 
The regular archiving of radio music programs started with the introduction of steal 
bottomed special radio records after 1945. Since the recording techniques were 
becoming more complex, some of the radio workers were sent to the U.S.A. to learn 
how to use the equipment (Ünlü 2004: 294). 
1.6.2 The LP Period 
The 33-rpm records, LPs were new and as for many format crossover situations, 
companies began putting out albums in different rpm speeds in the market 
simultaneously. 
The last 78-rpm gramophone was printed in 1965. The last recordings on these 
‘shellac’ discs were by the most famous artists of the time such as Zeki Müren, 
Müzeyyen Senar, Alaeddin Yavaşça, Neşet Ertaş etc… 
The 1960s were also significant for preparation of the Anatolian Pop music sound. 
Studio equipments and electrical instruments were to be found in Turkey but in a 
limited number. The influence of Western popular forms like rock’n’roll were 
accepted and had effected the production techniques here.  
1.6.3 The Cassette Period  
Starting from mid 70s, the cassette format began to take over the entire Turkish 
music market. Being an easy to produce format, this development was inevitable. 
Another huge impact on the market was created through the nightclubs (gazino) 
where the most popular artists of the time were performing.  
Multi-track recording techniques using analog tapes were already in use. One of the 
most influential recording studios Marşandiz was founded in 1975. The popularity of 
arabesk music on ‘minibus’ vans with cassette players certainly proved the 
popularity of the cassette format over the LP and this went on through the 1980s. 
This is certainly an important point to emphasize. The CD replaced the cassette in the 
world after mid 1980s but in Turkey, it needed to wait for another ten years. 
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1.6.4 Being Up-to-Date  
In terms of recording technology, there exists couple of studios in Turkey, which are 
of world standards (like Raks Marşandiz, İmaj, Ulus Müzik and ITU-MIAM). All of 
them are based on multi-track digital recording systems such as ProTools and are 
equipped with best microphone collections of the world (ex. DPA, Neumann, AKG, 
Shure, Rode, Sennheiser, Royer etc…). Some have analog mixers like the SSL, 
which also provides a series of good quality pre-amplifiers. 
The impact of the internet and ADSL connections, the introduction of mp3 
dominates all around the world and so in Turkey as well. The number of sold CDs or 
any other format drastically fell especially after 2005 with the introduction of the 
ADSL. Many record companies of İMÇ in Istanbul had to close. Online mp3 trade 
has barely begun.  
In general, the recent status in Turkey, in terms of recording culture is up-to-date 
with the rest of the world. Being an attribute of this age, information is spread around 
very fast and the effects of globalism are felt in every technology related habit. 
1.7 Kanun Recording from the Beginning  
Paralel to the developments in the recording culture in Turkey, sound recordings 
involving the kanun were ongoing all the time. It is important to us to mention the 
kanun artists in a separate topic who have made recordings so far.  
It is very difficult to find out how these recordings were made technically. The only 
thing we can assume is that they were using almost the same recording technology as 
the Western world was using. Another important fact is that we can never know 
through which changes the recordings we have have gone. The microphones could be 
the same but the analog tape recorders or preamplifiers could be different. As for the 
digital recordings, the digital converters in use could be different. For the some 
readers, a recording may have a lot more to say than many sentences describing it 
therefore the approximate dates of the recording will be stated as well.  
It is also important to see the style of each kanun player has. The impact of the 
performer on the quality of a recording will be discussed in following chapters. Table 
2.1 shows the list of kanun players whose recording excerpts can be listened in DVD 
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PART 1 (see Appendix A). The recordings are from about 1910 to 2009 with varios 
artists and repertoirs.  
Table 1.1: List of sample kanun recordings and performers. 
Kanun Artist DVD PART 1 
Track Nr. 
Hacı Arif Bey 1 
Ahmet Yatman 2 
Ferid Alnar 3 
Vecihi Daryal 4 
Cuneyt Kosal 5 
Saadettin Öktenay 6 
Ismail Tezelli 7 
Erol Deran 8 
Ahmet Meter 9 
Halil Karaduman 10 
Ruhi Ayangil 11 
Aytac Dogan 12 
Göksel Baktagir 13 
Goksel Kartal 14 
 
It is important to mention some historical information regarding Kanuni Hacı Arif 
Bey whose recording is the oldest of what we have here. Hacı Arif Bey is the first 
kanun player who is known to have made a recording (Körükçü 1998:117). He used 
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to play kanuns with no lever system (URL-8) and he is also considered to be the first 
to use the fiske technique on the kanun. Hacı Arif Bey used strings made of gut and 
he pressed on the strings with his thumb in order to play different tunings(Körükçü 
1998:117). There were older kanun masters before him but he is the one got the 
chance to make records. The recording in track one in the first part of the DVD is 
probably made in 1910 just before his death (Ayangil 2009). More information on 
the recordings can be found in Appendix A. 
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2.  AESTHETICS AND ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 
As mentioned in the first chapter, this part will discuss the methods that are used to 
create the recordings of today. It will mostly focus on the microphone techniques as 
they are in the center of this research. Since the research is mostly discussing the 
point of how to approach an instrument, the first decision of a production process 
will automatically be the choice of the microphones and their positions to the sound 
source. In the end, the chapter will give suggestions for possible microphone 
techniques that can be applied for recording the solo kanun. Given the restrictions of 
the recording studio, the techniques best suitable to the available microphones will be 
preferred and the analysis questions will be prepared respectively.  
2.1 Overview on Production Techniques 
As there is diversity in the styles of any art form, music production today is also a 
very rich craft in terms of approaches. As mentioned in the history of recording, the 
stereo recording remains as the most important innovation in sound representation.  
Being the localized image presentation for how humans hear with the help of two 
ears, stereo productions have become a standard in recording history (Streicher 1998: 
2.5).  
However, the main question always remains. How can music genres be best 
represented in a sound recording? In other words, how shall a sound engineer or a 
producer create the image of certain music so that the recording is idiomatic to the 
performer or the artist and instrument together for as many people as possible? This 
being a taste issue, it is understandable not to have a single meaningful answer for 
this. The problem is rather a question of describing the sounds that are heard and 
putting them into words, hence a subject of translation. As the Russian film director, 
Sergei Eisenstein states, “The aim of art is to maximize the effect.” With this on 
mind, the question could be rearranged and put like this: Which effect do you want to 
create? Therefore, finding the right descriptive words for the wanted sounds will be 
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more useful than delivering a single result, which is not applicable in most recording 
configurations.  
Because of this translation process and the set of artistic decisions a producer must 
make, sound engineering or production is accepted to be a subordinate art form under 
music. In order to understand the steps of this process, a brief look into the 
production schemes today will be helpful. 
2.1.1 Production Schemes Today 
Multitrack recording made the greatest change in terms of mobility and created the 
world of non-real time (Streicher 1998: 10.3). This did not change much today, in 
fact it became much easier with the aid of the digital recording technology. A change 
in the field of expertise was introduced, from the live to track recordings, the process 
has been split into three main stages: tracking, mixing and mastering. 
2.1.1.1 Tracking  
Tracking in general is the stage when the sound is captured into the recording 
medium in various tracks. Nevertheless, nowadays even this stage of the process has 
so many different methods that it is hard to say what component is added on which 
stage of the process. Speaking of solo instruments, the microphone placement is one 
of the most important things to do. This will give the main character to the 
instruments image on a recording. If the player is playing with the headphones on 
and can hear the performance live, it will effect the interpretation very much. Players 
tend to react on the recorded sound consciously or subconsciously. Not to forget, the 
most important point a sound engineer should never miss is that the comfort of the 
performer comes first in tracking. In other words, even with the best microphone 
sound, if the player cannot play in a top performance level for some reason, that 
recording will not get any positive attention. 
Microphone placement differs when an ensemble is recorded. This time depending 
on the instrumentation, the accent microphones must be placed regarding the 
leakages and the ambiences heard in the room (Crich 2005: 28). Solo or tutti the 
most important thing to as before planning for any tracking session is what style of 
music is to be recorded. Moreover, where is this music going to be used? Every 
direction has its own limitations in terms of studio usage and time.  
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Another important aspect that goes along with the tracking is the editing of the 
recorded material. This is the montage of several takes of one music piece in order to 
create a single take. It is often unknown by the audience that a recording that they 
listen to was not created in real time unless it is a concert recording. Artists tend to 
keep this part unrevealed, but it is a natural part of the production process. Thinking 
of it a a photo shooting, the sound engineer and the artist together try to pick out the 
best looks and naturally wouldn’t publish the rest. With this collaboration, an ideal 
performance of the recorded piece is created (Streicher 1998: 4.1). 
Editing was a very complicated job in the time of analog recorders. Engineers had to 
listen to tapes and find out the optimal place to cut and enter the other recording. 
This work was done literally by cutting, copying and pasting magnetic tape by means 
of razor blades, chalk markers and tape glues. The digital age brought an extreme 
comfort to this job. Sequencers that show the waveforms made the localization of the 
edit points much easier. Lossless reproducible digital data now allows additional 
corrections on edited and cross-faded tracks. Having the same sequencer software 
like ProTools, Cubase or Nuendo, teams can do the recording in the studio and then 
edit it with a laptop having the same program anywhere they want. 
2.1.1.2 Mixing 
After the editing is complete, consolidated tracks of the tracking session are brought 
before the mixing engineer. Simply said, the mixing engineer’s main task is to reduce 
the number of tracks with a musical balance in between them. Mostly the music 
created is a two channel stereo mix, which is ready to be delivered to the mastering 
stage, but some mastering engineers prefer to have stem mixes, in other words 
groups of instruments reduced in one track, and the whole music consists of only 
four tracks. 
Depending on the genre, the mixing engineer decides how this recording shall sound 
and what effect it should create. He has control on all individual tracks. The basic 
control issues can be summarized in six major points (Owsinski 1999: 9): 
 Balance 
 Frequency Range 
 Compression (Dynamics) 
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 Panorama 
 FX (Dimension) 
 Component of interest 
The engineer has control on the levels of the individual tracks. The volumes must be 
set appropriately so that every instrument or section is sitting correctly in the mix. 
Again, the digital age allows engineers to automate the levels of their tracks and keep 
the automation without any additional preparation like the mixes done with analog 
boards. 
Some close microphone channels may have too much leakage from other instruments 
or they may be acoustically masked by similar sounding components. At this point, 
the mixing engineer can change the frequency character of each channel cutting and 
boosting certain frequencies and make them have their own distinguishing frequency 
spot in the entire frequency range. Since the altogether effect of the mix is what 
matters, it is insignificant how the individual channels sound. In addition, general 
EQs can be applied on groups of instruments. 
The dynamic range is of course a very important quality of the recording. Many 
different genres show completely different characteristics in terms of their dynamic 
range. For example, Western classical music has a huge dynamic range, meaning the 
sound has very silent and very loud sections within a track. On the other hand, 
popular music has a narrow dynamic range but in general very loud levels all the 
time. This is more the concern of a mastering process too but the individual tracks 
should be kept under control so that in total they do not cause any level difference in 
different musical sections of the track. Depending on the sound source, the tracks 
showing unwanted dynamic imbalance must be compressed. Of course, the 
parameters of the compressor should be set according to the attack character of the 
instrument (Önen 2007: 182).  
After the invention of the panpot, stereo mixing gained greater opportunities in terms 
of creating the illusion of spatial hearing (Streicher 1998: 4.2). Tracks that are 
recorded even in different studios using no stereo microphones can be placed in a 
mix in a deliberate panoramic spot. This is again an artistic decision that the mixing 
engineer should make in order to create the recording image of the given music.  
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Recordings tend to capture a dryer sound then what we usually hear when listening 
to an instrument playing live. In order to give a ambience feeling reverb algorithms 
of rooms or halls are added to the dry signals of instruments. The choice of which 
effect is going to be used is again a decision that the mixing engineer must make. 
Other effects play an important role too. Delays, phasers, harmonizers or drive 
sounds are very often is use for many popular music genres. 
All the above-mentioned factors are essentials when creating a bulletproof mix. 
However, additional ornamenting can be added to make a mix be a part of a certain 
genre but have a component of interest that makes it a little outstanding and 
attractive. Of course, the artistic producer of the album at their own risk makes these 
decisions. 
2.1.1.3 Mastering 
The mastering stage of the album is the final step where all tracks that are suppose to 
make an album together are calibrated so that they sound similarly enough to create 
the necessary album integrity. It is the phase the engineer does not have direct 
control on the individual tracks that created the mix. Ideally, the mixing engineer 
delivers two channel mixes or four channel stem mixes in 24-bit and 44.1 kHz 
sampling rate. After that, the task of the mastering engineer is to create 16-bit files, 
which fits the red book CD audio standard (Owsinski 2000: 56). EQ units and 
compressors are applied to these mixes and the RMS levels of all tracks are brought 
closer to each other. Sometimes cleaning of noisy tracks is also done in this phase. 
2.1.2 Main Actors in the Quality of a Recording 
As mentioned above, the recording process has so many stages that the quality of the 
final product –the album or the single track- depends on any of the factors mentioned 
above. Nevertheless, the most important and sometimes undoable stage of the 
recording is the tracking phase. What could affect the tracking in a positive way? 
Given that we have a prepared performer, which is able to play the repertoire 
faultlessly, the most important factors would be the recording room, the microphone, 
the preamplifier and the analog to digital converter. 
In case of a bad room, the walls may cause unwanted reflections or the outdoor noise 
could leak into the room so that very sensitive microphones can pick up most of it.  
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The microphone may have an inappropriate transient response or a very low output 
that would not match the need of the recorded instrument. In fact, the diaphragm size 
of the selected microphones is very important. For example, Table 2.1 shows a 
comparison of large diaphragm microphones with small diaphragm ones: 
Table 2.1: Small vs. large diaphragm microphones (URL-7). 
 Small Diaphragm Large Diaphragm 
Self Noise Higher Lower 
Sensitivity Low High 
SPL Handling capability High Lower 
Frequency Range Wide Narrower 
Influence on sound field Small Large 
Dynamic Range Higher Lower 
 
The preamplifier that adds its own color into the amplification process may have the 
wrong impedance that would match the chosen microphone.  
Finally, in case of today’s’ digital recording platforms, the analog to digital converter 
plays a crucial role. If the AD converter has too much noise, the noises of the 
channels altogether add up to a noisy mix and master.  
While setting up for a recording, the tracking engineer should be able to monitor the 
sound in a good, preferably quiet listening environment with speakers to which his 
ears are used. The speakers’ range should be wide enough to make the noise floor, 
hums and other sorts of unwanted sounds audible.  
2.1.3 Creating Recordings in a Studio 
First, ideally, the project should have a certain artistic intention and the recording 
crew should be informed on that. As mentioned above, this will clarify the priorities 
set for the given time (Snapper 2008). This may not be the case for some recording 
projects, but either way the recording has to be completed. In situations like these, 
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the sound engineer should be able to create the sound from the descriptions of 
whoever is involved. This could be the artist, the composer or the performer. That is 
when the translation of certain words into microphone techniques becomes helpful. 
In the end, the sound engineer’s main expertise is to create the sound that is at least 
in the ear of somebody who is willing to do a recording (de Lautour 2009). 
The usual approach in creating recordings is still to create the ideal performance of a 
work or give the illusion of an ideal performance. This allows the limit free usage of 
editing, in other words the creation of a collage over many takes of a piece with 
advanced cross fade techniques that make the transitions from one take to another 
unnoticeable. Depending on the producer of the project, some musicians try to keep 
the edit number very low and capture a more “natural” interpretation. This is a 
decision that is completely project and performer dependant and mostly made 
depending on the progress made in the limited studio time.  
The main philosophical difference of a studio recording to a live concert 
performance or recording can be expressed over the perception of an event. A live 
performance is about how a certain repertoire – be it compositions or taksims- is 
performed on that very concert hall and that one unique night, whereas a recording in 
the studio primarily has the aim to create the ideal performance of the same music. 
2.1.4 Approaching an Acoustic Instrument 
Whenever an engineer confront as instrument that he has not recorded before, 
instintctively he would listen to the instrument while it is played. Every instrument 
has a sweet spot where the characteristical components of it can be heard in a 
balanced way (Huber 1998: 2). A practical method for finding this spot is to listen to 
the instrument with only a single ear as if that ear is the microphone capsule. Another 
important thing to know is that microphones are used to represent human ears but 
they are more accurate in terms of frequency and transients especially when they are 
placed at spots where human ears cannot be. However, this would not mean that two 
microphones, a stereo pair, hear what a pair of human ears hears. Nevertheless, 
microphones can give depth to the recording where different perspectives can be 
gained.  
One should note that microphones are transducers that convert acoustic energy into 
electrical voltage and model the sound waves in electrical waves. This means that a 
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conversion and modeling happens. This will lead into the fact that every microphone 
position will manipulate the sound in a different way and perceive it different than 
the human ears would do.  
After all, the decision making process for choosing the right microphone technique 
for a certain production project needs to solve the following problem: Which sound 
will be idiomatic for this music, for this instrument playing that repertoire? 
Approaching a solo instrument may be a very different job than doing the recording 
of an ensemble including the same instrument. In general, in every miking situation 
one must always know for what purpose the recording is done (Schneider 2006). In 
an ensemble recording, the musical balance of the ensemble is more important than 
the individual sound of a single instrument. However, in a solo recording project, 
that one instrument must fill the musical gaps by itself and so that single instrument’s 
image becomes the primary concern. Some microphone techniques can be combined 
and an experienced mixing engineer can blend them afterwards in the mix. 
Therefore, most experienced engineers mostly tend to analyze the sounds that they 
hear by asking the context of the recording. Is this a solo recording or will this be 
placed within a mix with other instruments together (Gürkan 2009)? 
Some of the stereo microphone techniques that are chosen for this project will be 
explained below. 
2.1.5 Stereo Microphone Techniques Overview 
All stereo techniques have the common property of a spatial perception. Mostly they 
differ from each other by the microphone types they are using (cardioid, 
omnidirectional) or their axial placement towards the sound source.  
2.1.5.1 The A-B Stereo Technique  
The A-B stereo technique is also called as the time difference stereo technicque 
(URL-7). This technique is created by using two mostly omni directional 
microphones pointing at the same direction with a space between them (URL-7). The 
inverse-square-role plays an important function (Streicher 1999). Whatever sound 
that arrives closer to one microphone that the other, are reproduced louder in a two 
channel playback on the corresponding speaker. Figure 2.1 below shows an example: 
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Figure 2.1: The A-B Stereo Technique Diagram (URL-13). 
According to the the relative directions, the phase differences can be used for 
localization. In other words, the listener can capture the space (URL-7). This 
technique is mostly good sounding when the distance from the instrument to the 
microphone pair is large (URL-7).  
2.1.5.2 The ORTF Stereo Technique  
The name of this stereo technique comes from the French national broadcasting 
agency, Office de Radiodiffusion-Télévision Française. The main idea and need to 
create such a technique was to produce a satisfying stereo and keeping the 
monophonic compatibility (Streicher 1999). Two cardioid condenser microphones 
are used in a 110 degrees angled position, where the distance between their capsules 
is 17 cm. The angle and the distance are chosen so that it models the shadow effect 
of the human head and the ear distance, respectively (URL-7). The Figure 2.2 depicts 
the top view of the pair 
. 
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Figure 2.2: The ORTF Pair (Streicher 1999: 9.2). 
This technique has a significant amount of mono although it has a wider stereo image 
than the XY technique that is explained next (URL-7). 
2.1.5.3 The XY Stereo Technique  
The stereo pickup is called “coincident pair” when the two microphones are placed 
as close together as possible, so that the differences in the time of arrival of sounds 
are minimized (Streicher 1999). The capsules of both microphones are placed one 
immediately above the other. With respect to the horizontal plane, their diaphragms 
are almost coincident.  
The XY stereo configuration is a coincident pair using two directional microphones, 
mostly in cardioid shape. The choice of the angle between the membranes of two 
microhones varies between 60 and 135 degrees, depending on the sound source and 
the placement of the microphones (Streicher 1999). 
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Figure 2.3: The Coincident Pair (Streicher 1999: 7.2). 
 
2.1.5.4 The Blumlein Stereo Technique  
The Blumlein technique was developed by and named after the British inventor Alan 
Blumlein who wanted to use two bidirectional microphones (or figure-of-eight) 
angled with 90 degrees to one another (Streicher 1999). Being another coincident 
pair like the XY Stereo technique, the main advantage of this technique comes from 
the direction response. The bidirectional microphones respond to differences in 
pressure (Streicher 1999). The figure below shows the fields that are covered with 
the Blumlein pair. 
 
Figure 2.4: The Blumlein Pair (Streicher 1999: 7.3). 
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2.1.6 Microphone Placement (Miking) Techniques 
Generally said, microphone placement is grouped into four: Close-miking, accent-
miking, distant-miking and ambient-miking (Huber 1998: 24). These miking 
techniques are sometimes used in combinations for example when recording an 
ensemble or a choir. Most of the stereo techniques that are mentioned above can be 
used all miking  methods. These four techniques are used both in modern studio and 
stage recording (Huber 1998: 24). 
The use of the distant-miking techniques is mostly to capture the instrument of the 
ensemble’s direct sound together with the room reflections of the place where it is 
recorded. Microphone placements having a distance from the source greater than one 
meter are considered to be distant (Huber 1998: 27). In such recordings the sound of 
the recording room plays a very important role (Önen 2007: 118). Ambient-miking 
can be consired as a style of distant-miking but this technique aims to capture less of 
the direct sound but more of the reflective sound that is arriving at the microphone 
capsules,  that are placed fairly far away from the sound source. 
Accent-miking for example is a technique that only makes sense when used together 
with a distant-miking technique. It is basically said placing microphones closer at the 
individual sound sources that create an ensemble but not as close a close-miking 
would be. These microphones accent the details of instruments playing solo passages 
and help building up the sound that is mostly created by the distant pair (Huber 1998: 
28). 
Finally, the close-miking generally includes all microphone techniques that are 
placed within a meter from the instrument (Huber 1998: 24). Therefore, the room 
sound doesn’t seem to play a role. This technique is the most commonly used one in 
many productions because it gives the sound a present quality and it effectively 
excludes the acoustic environment in the recording (Huber 1998: 25). This fact also 
minimizes the leakage of other instruments while recording an ensemble. Leakages 
can make a recording sound less intelligible and are generally avoided (Huber 1998: 
26). 
The microphones must be placed as close as necessary because a too close placement 
could change the color and the tonal balance of the intrument may not be presented 
in the recording. At this point it is clear that the decision making of a producer steps 
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in: A producer may want to have a sound modified by means of close miking. Of 
course this decision is only made when it serves a certain style of music production. 
Depending on the production style, all these different techniques can be used 
individually or combined. While using them together one should always check if the 
total sound is in phase and the leakages are under control. Chosing the appropriate 
microphone for the miking technique is also very important. In general, all 
microphone that is available in the studio can be used (Crich 2002: 26). Especially 
for close-miking, microphones with different response and diaphragm size can lead 
to useful and interesting results. 
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3.  METHOD FOR EVALUATING PRODUCTION  
As mentioned in Chapter two, each and every different stage of the production can 
have a significant impact on the final recording. Of course, the second and third  
stages, mixing and mastering are applied on the results of the first stage, namely 
tracking.  
The aim of this research is to focus on the tracking stage in order to create guidelines 
to improve it. The reason that the tracking phase is so important is that it is not a 
phase that can easily be repeated. Literally everything must be perfect. In this phase,  
the artist or even the ensemble is present and the performance is done in a limited 
time. Not to mention, the engineer must be ready to capture the whole recording 
event in a best representive way. Compared to mixing, the tracking stage involves to 
many people and it is not easly to be repeated if something goes wrong. A mix can 
be repeated as long as the raw data from the tracking session is not lost and it only 
takes the mixing engineer to be prepared for the job.  
At this point, our evaluation of production techniques will be focusing on the 
tracking of kanun, to be precise, on the microphone techniques used for this purpose. 
In order to start our field work, the stage where knowledge an practice are put 
together begins. With the existing microphone techniques in hand, a listening survey 
can be prepared for this field work.  
3.1 Fieldwork by Means of a Listening Survey 
Since the value of sound quality is a subjective issue, the best way to find out the 
relatively better sounds is to ask a certain group their choices among a set of sound 
selections. This process can be defined as a fieldwork, where the researcher in other 
words “interviews” a number of subjects, analyzes the overall results, and interpret 
them to deliver some practical results. 
 
Hence, the main instrument of this field work will be a listening survey, in which the 
subject will listen to short samples of kanun recordings and choose his/her 
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preferences and also evaluate them based on certain descriptive adjectives and 
words. In order to have equal listening conditions for all, the subjects shall listen to 
the examples on good quality headphones with a Discman playing the CD that will 
remain the same for all subjects.  
Since it would be non-scientific to simply suggest one individual recording technique 
and impose a certain sound, it would have a much widely usable result when the taste 
of a bigger group of people could be evaluated and translated into a sound 
preference. Hence, the bigger the set of subjects the better the results will be 
(Şenesen 2009). The survey would have the aim to ask its subjects to express what 
they hear. The answers shall not be given as a free essay but as multiple choices so 
that the result set can allow some statistical evaluation. Very simple descriptions 
such as adjectives describing the sound will be asked as well. The descriptions of 
what lies behind a certain adjective will be cleared as much as possible. This will 
open up the chance to create a vocabulary useful for further descriptions. It will also 
evaluate if words like ‘realistic’, ‘natural’ or ‘artificial’ are helpful or not. 
One main point shall be cleared in order to have a deeper focus: The research must 
focus on a solo kanun recording sound and not on a kanun sound played within an 
ensemble or a mix. This is not a decision due to importance. Of course, ensemble 
music is as important as solo music but in terms of creating a sound image, the 
ensemble mix is mostly the step that follows a solo instrument recording. As 
mentioned in Chapter 2, the main difference in ensemble recording lies in the 
isolation of individual instruments, in other words, leakage control. Therefore, solo 
recordings will allow the work to go into more details on the instrument’s acoustics, 
whereas an ensemble recording will bring in more unwanted parameters (leakage, 
channel limitation, etc...) that must be dealt with. Besides, every other parameter 
such as the room the microphones, the pre-amplifiers, the cables shall be chosen as 
constants and the main discussion will happen in the comparison of sounds created 
with these constants and only varying microphone positions.  
3.2 Strategy and Limitations 
The main point to focus while preparing the survey questions is to think about the 
results that the survey questions may deliver. At the end of the research, the 
statistical evaluation of most questions should retrieve a starting point, at least a 
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preference hint for microphone positioning. Descriptive questions shall deliver some 
keywords that may indicate how subjects describe the sound that they hear. Finally, 
the overall results of all questions should suggest some practical suggestions and 
guidelines to sound engineers, producers and kanun artists who want to record music 
together.  
As mentioned above, in order to focus on microphone techniques only, it is important 
to have every other variable constant so that the results can become re-creatable 
guidelines for the practical user. Hence, within every comparative preference 
question the goal will be to have only a single variable such as the microphone 
position or perspective, the microphone type of the stereo technique, or the 
microphone type, etc.  
3.2.1 Equipment 
The recordings will be created in ITU-MIAM Studios with its available 
microphones, pre-amplifiers and converters. In order to eliminate the pre-amplifier 
factor, the Grace Design 801 pre-amplifier with 8-channels is used which sets the 
number of simultaneous recordings as eight (see Appendix F). In other words, every 
recording setup must be planned to have eight simultaneous channels, so for any new 
setup the kanun player must play the same musical material again. A reference 
microphone for cross check possibilities can come in handy. In contrast to the eight 
channels, that microphone will remain there throughout all recording setups so that 
one can look back, compare different musical takes, and adjust the levels when 
necessary. 
The same XLR cables for the same pairs of microphones will be used. In other 
words, the cable parameter will be neglected. The Apogee AD 8000 eight channel 
A/D converter will be used for all eight channel that are coming from the outputs of 
the Grace pre-amplifier (see Appendix F). The preamplifier and AD converter being 
constant, the only variable in terms of gear will be the microphones and their 
positioning, which will be the focal point of this project.  
The microphones that are chosen from the inventory of the ITU-MIAM recording 
studio are as follows (Snapper 2009): 
 DPA 4006 omni directional microphones (matched pair) 
 Royer R-121 Ribbon microphones (two) 
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 AKG C414 Condenser microphones (two) 
 Rode NT-4 coincident condenser microphone 
 Neumann U87 Condenser microphones (two) 
 Neumann KM 184 Condenser microphones (three) 
 Shure SM57 dynamic microphones (three) 
 Earthworks QTC1 omni directional condenser (one) 
Most of these models of microphones are well known for being the industry standard 
in many countries including the studios in Turkey. There are also many other models 
in the market that have similar diaphragm size or transient response but maybe 
different quality. It is important to understand that these microphones will be 
representing the type of microphones with similar polar patterns and transducing 
characteristics. This project will aim to collect a set of kanun recordings made by 
means of these microphones with an attempt to make the instrument sound best 
(Snapper 2009). In the end, this collection of different sounds could be used as a 
sound library, which is also another significant objective of this research. 
3.2.2 Microphone Positions 
Even if there were more identical pre-amplifier channels available, the complete 
recording had to be divided into several setups due to the interferences between 
microphones. In other words, one microphone pair would not allow another pair to 
be pointed at the same sweet spot or cause unwanted reflections from the other 
microphone. The same problem exists for mono recordings, even more important 
because of the sharing of a single point in space. Therefore, a practical setup order is 
necessary to do the changes as fast as possible without the performer losing its focus 
on the music.  
Since there are endless possibilities to place the microphones, it is better to find some 
“starting points” in order to get the recordings done in a limited time (Snapper 2009). 
This decision also bears the philosophy of reducing the parameters. As it is said, 
there are guidelines but rules for microphone techniques (Huber 1998: 2). Therefore, 
this research intends to deliver a collection of kanun sounds with different 
microphones and positions that could guide and even inspire producers to get 
different perspectives of the instrument.  
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Bearing all this in mind, four stereo techniques for the available microphone pairs of 
the studio are chosen:  
 The A-B Technique with two omni directional microphones 
 The Blumlein technique with two ribbon microphones 
 The ORTF technique with two cardioid condenser microphones 
 The Coincident Pair – XY technique with a coincident microphone 
These techniques are then applied coarsely on three perspectives of the instrument: 
The front, the top and the side (resonator) perspectives. The starting angles are also 
set as round as possible: Horizontal (0 degrees), vertical (90 degrees), and diagonal 
(45 degrees). 
The main idea behind creating these recordings is to get the best sound for each pair 
so that every sample can be a serious option for a preference (Snapper 2009). This 
may sound like “cheating” but it is necessary to eliminate the endless possibilities. In 
order to achieve this, the gain levels of the pre-amplifier are set adjusted so that each 
sound is recorded with almost the same level. The height of certain microphone 
stands is set so that they deliver the best sound. 
For mono recordings, two main spots, first facing at the resonators of the kanun 
(Point A), the second facing at the first hole of the kanun (Point B) are chosen and 
the same spots are recorded with different types and models of microphones. Again 
as a starting point the microphones are placed with their receptors (membrane, ribbon 
or coil) facing vertically down on the instrument all with the same distance of a hand 
span, approximately 17 cm.  
3.2.3 Repertoire and Performance 
As mentioned in the previous chapters, the decision process of an appropriate sound 
depends very much on the musical repertoire that will be recorded. Since Turkish 
Makam Music lies in the center of this research, the kanun recordings that will be 
made must use musical material that belongs to this genre.  
The initial idea of using freely played taksims turns out to be not useful when it 
comes to comparative questions. It must be assured that at least for the comparative 
questions, the recorded music excerpt does not play a variable role. We therefore 
wrote three short etudes in three different makam for the kanun from which different 
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parts of the etudes will be used as recording samples for the survey questions. The 
reason of this small diversity is to keep the ears of the subjects fresh. In other words, 
listening to the same musical phrase repeatedly may cause disinterest and lead to an 
unpleasant experience for the subject. Accordingly, the results of the survey would 
become less reliable. 
As every performer plays the same piece in a different way, the sounds of the 
recordings show a variety according to the performance. It is most significant that the 
attention of the survey subjects remains on the sound but not on the performance. 
Therefore, the same performer plays all the pieces. However, the setup changes force 
the performer to play the same etudes many times. It is important to pick up the takes 
that sound musically close to each other. On the other hand, the samples should have 
a sort of variety so that the listener will not get bored from hearing the same 
fragment repeatedly. One can say there is a tolerance range of variety among the 
takes. 
3.2.4 Survey Questions 
Preparing a survey always has the intention to retrieve some results from the 
questioned group of subjects. Therefore, the questions should focus on delivering 
preference and description tendencies for sounds (Kümbetoğlu 2005: 85). In order to 
achieve an optimal compromise and make the practical application reasonable, some 
critical decisions must be made. 
For all questions regarding comparisons, any other parameter beyond the microphone 
sound should be eliminated if possible. For example, the questions on stereo 
techniques should have either the perspective or the technique as a variable.  
As previous experiments shows, in order to keep the sounds in mind, the sample 
sounds for each spot must be no longer then ten seconds (Karadoğan 2009). With this 
estimate, a survey with 20 questions and 43 samples lasts about 20 minutes. Keeping 
each sample 30 seconds would make the survey last for at least an hour and would 
probably end up being unbearable and boring for both the subject and the surveyor. 
Of course, the questions should be selected in terms of importance so that the most 
meaningful 20 questions that can possibly deliver some results will make the survey.  
Listening to samples is a different process for every subject. For those who are not 
used to listen to dry microphone only recordings, the samples may not sound musical 
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enough. In order to avoid this risk of becoming unmusical and boring, the same 
amount of plate reverb will be added to the samples. The Sony DRE-777 outboard 
device of the studio will be used to generate this reverb (de Lautour 2009; Snapper 
2009). 
3.3 Preparing the Survey 
The survey consists of two halfs. The first half covers selected stereo techniques. 
Questions of this half aims to deliver recording techniques for possible studio 
limitations. These sets will represent the following studio configurations:  
 A-B stereo recording with a pair of omni directional microphones 
(DPA 4006s) 
 Blumlein stereo recording with a pair of ribbon microphones (Royer 
R-121s) 
 ORTF stereo recording with a pair of cardioid condenser microphones 
(AKG C414s) 
 XY stereo recording with a pair of coincident condenser microphones 
(Rode NT-4) 
The second half covers mostly mono recordings. In addition to that some comparison 
situations for the following configurations are prepared: 
 Mono recording with a single dynamic microphone (Shure SM57) 
 Mono recording with a single large diaphragm cardioid condenser 
microphone (AKG C414 and Neumann U87) 
 Mono recording with a single small diaphragm condenser cardioid 
microphone (Neumann KM 184) 
 Mono recording with a single ribbon microphone (Royer R-121) 
3.3.1 Questions 
Using the configurations mentioned above, the first group of questions aims to 
compare different stereo recording perspectives and techniques. The example 
question from first half of the survey is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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SORU 1:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 1, 2, 3)   
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz üç farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
1  2  3 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran 
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
  
 
 
   
Figure 3.1: Example question from the first part of the survey. 
The subject is asked to listen to three samples on each question and choose the one 
that sounds like a kanun that he or she would like. Then the subject will listen to the 
same example and evaluate the sample that he preferred in a chart of adjectives as 
listed: 
 Realistic (Gerçekçi): As real as if the kanun is played in the same room as 
next to the listener. 
 Detailed (Ayrıntılı):  As detailed as the recording covers all frequencies that 
the kanun can produce 
 Natural (Doğal): As natural as it has the binaural listening quality, bearing 
stereophonic space perception 
 Rich (Zengin): As rich and interesting in terms of produced, bigger than life 
The words realistic, detailed, natural and rich are intending to refer to the nearness, 
frequency character, stereo image, produced character of the sound, respectively 
(Karadoğan 2009). The grading of adjectives in three levels is optimal. Subjects who 
are undecided with their grading will pick the orta (medium), those who are sure will 
choose either extreme az (less) or çok (too) (Şenesen 2009). 
The general question will be “Which recording sounds appropriate to your kanun 
preference?” By this question, it is meant whether the sound they like is idiomatic to 
the kanun sound what they have in their ears. In other words, could this sound 
remind of a traditional Turkish kanun sound playing Turkish makam music? Afterall, 
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all subjects will tend to pick up the sound that they would like to hear on a record, 
regardless of how they relate to the production (non-musician, kanun player or sound 
engineer). 
The subjects will listen to ten second samples, from three to four samples of them in 
a row, choose one, then listen to that one, and evaluate according to the adjective 
chart. 
Ideally, placing some crosscheck questions in between other questions in order to test 
the subject’s hearing could be useful. For example, one question may have three 
listening samples, which are exactly the same recordings. However, it bears the risk 
that it will make the survey longer than necessary. Therefore, this question is not 
taken into the survey.  
The stereo questions will be covering the following points: 
 Which perspective for the A-B pair sounds the best and how? 
 Which perspective for the Blumlein pair sounds the best and how? 
 Which perspective for the Coincident (XY) pair sounds the best and how? 
 Which perspective for the ORTF pair sounds the best and how? 
 Which technique from the front perspective sounds the best and how? 
 Which technique from the top perspective sounds the best and how? 
 Which technique from the side perspective sounds the best and how? 
The second half of the survey covers mostly the mono recordings. The importance of 
this part is based on how to find the better spot as a starting point and the better 
sounding microphone at that spot in a single microphone close-miking situation. This 
information establishes a basis for live sound and ensemble recording as well.  
The mono sound of the kanun can be analyzed in three properties: First, the attack 
sound of the notes, secondly sustain of the strings and third the unwanted noises from 
picks and levers (Snapper 2009). The subjects will be asked to describe the sounds 
by picking out the adjectives that describes the sound best. The mono sound question 
will look like in Figure 3.2 shown below: 
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İKİNCİ BÖLÜM 
 
SORU 8:  (İlgili CD Parçası 25)   
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
Figure 3.2: Example question from the second part of the survey. 
The adjectives rowed above are as follows: Hard (sert), soft (yumuşak), neat (derli 
toplu), plastic (plastik), wood (tahta), scattered (dağınık), too noisy (fazla gürültülü), 
clean (temiz), natural (doğal), and artificial (yapay). These words intend to refer to 
the pick sound, sustained sound body and the unwanted sounds such as plectrum 
sounds and lever (mandal) sounds (Snapper 2009). The subjects are also asked to 
write down additional descriptive words apart from the suggested ones, if they feel it 
is necessary.  These adjectives are meant to add some diversity to the sound 
engineering literature. Ideally, words referring to some concrete acoustic properties 
such as frequency bands or formants would be very helpful during a production 
work. Such words would give obvious instructions to the sound engineer who will 
fine-tune his of her microphone position. Some examples can be found in (Bartlett 
2005:229). 
After the descriptive part, comparison questions among mono recordings are asked. 
These questions compare two different points or different types of microphones. A 
final question simply compares a mono sound with a stereo sound. 
The time between the survey questions should be long enough to let the ears of the 
subject calm down and get rid of the influence of the previous question’s samples. 
However, the subject is free to wait and listen to the samples over. The kanun 
samples of every successive question should contain a different musical material so 
that the subject will not get tired or bored of hearing the same sample. This will make 
the perception of different techniques clearly audible and would allow the subject to 
deliver a healthier comparison. 
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3.3.2 Music for the Survey Sound Samples 
As mentioned above, the stimuli music for the survey that is most appropriate for this 
research would be short etudes for the kanun. Going into this extra effort of course 
has its reasons to it. 
The main consideration is to have stimulus music that would keep the participants 
focused on the questions on sound. In other words, the aim is to minimize the factors 
that could distract the listener to insignificant details. For example, if the stimulus 
music were a standard and very well known piece of the kanun repertoire, then 
especially kanun players would start thinking who might have played this piece in 
the recording. Even worse, they could start comparing their own performance style 
with the recorded one, which is completely distracting.  Similarly, attention can be 
drawn to unwanted details such as the player, the makam or the technique in use. 
Using freely played Taksim recording would bring along huge problems of 
performance differences. With every setup change, the performer would try to play 
the same Taksim but would never succeed. Then again the attention for the sound 
will be lost. 
The idea behind writing etudes is to have segments of music that would create 
different musical effects within the frame of Turkish makam music. The samples can 
be exchanged between different survey questions so the listener’s ears are distracted 
from the previous effect.  Using a written work of music instead of a Taksim 
(improvised solo) can be repeated with less deviation between takes and it will keep 
the listener focused on the kanun sound.  
In order to have a sound variety among the listening samples or the stimuli of the 
survey, three short exercises (etudes) in three different makam were written. The first 
exercise is in the makam of Nihavend in G and its score is presented in Figure 3.3:  
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Figure 3.3: Etude in the makam of Nihavend. 
As seen in the figure above, the short exercise for kanun in the makam of Nihavend 
contains some techniques that involve the simultaneous usage of both hand in a 
manner of playing melody and accompaniment. There are of course the usual 
techniques such as glissandos and tremolos included (Türkmen 2009). One can see 
that there are fermatas in measure 4 and 9. These can be considered as frames for the 
segments within this etude so that samples can be derived by cutting the recordings 
at those spots. 
The second etude is written in the makam of Hicaz in A. Figure 3.4 shows the score. 
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Figure 3.4: Etude in the makam of Hicaz. 
Again, this etude for kanun in the makam of Hicaz also contains some typical 
techniques that are used very often in the repertoire of the instrument. Some 
techniques are glissandos, slide on a single string, fiske and tremolos (Türkmen 
2009), (Kostak-Toksoy 2009). Again, the fermatas in measure 5 and 10 allow some 
rest for the player and sampling possibility for the survey preparation. 
For the third exercise, the makam of Rast in G is chosen. This makam involves 
mainly very often lever switching in order to create some noticeable extra lever 
sound for the recordings, as a cross check for the listener. The expectation is that 
some microphone techniques may sound good but have too much lever noise due to 
their distance from the lever side. The score of this exercise is seen below in Figure 
3.5: 
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Figure 3.5: Etude in the makam of Rast. 
As seen in the figure above, measure 12 of this short exercise in Rast contains a 
chromatic passage that forces the kanun player to switch many levers in a row. Again 
some typical techniques that are used very often in the repertoire of the instrument 
(Türkmen 2009). Some techniques are glissandos, slide on a single string, fiske and 
tremolos. 
3.3.3 Creating the Sound Samples 
Due to the limitations of the survey regarding the performance all recording 
techniques are collected and arranged and three recordings where made in two 
different days altogether eight recording setups. The Earthworks Q1TC single 
reference omni directional microphone was at the same point at the shower stand 
over the kanun for all setups on both days and for this, it does not appear in the setup 
list. The recordings were made into a Digidesign Protools HD system using the 6.9.2 
Version of the program. The edits were done with the same system as well.  
The dark and absorbent corner of the live room of the studio is preffered. The corner 
where the player is sitting is surrounded by acoustic separators (gobos) and tube traps 
so that the effect of the room reflection is minimized (Snapper 2009). Recording 
setups are listed in Table 3.1 below: 
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Table 3.1: Recording setups and microphone techniques. 
Setup 
number 
Recording Techniques and Microphones 
1 A-B Pair in the front; Blumlein Pair on the top;  
XY Pair in the front; ORTF Pair at the side 
2 A-B Pair on the top; Blumlein Pair at the side;  
XY Pair on the top; ORTF Pair in the front; 
3 A-B Pair at the side; Blumlein Pair in the front;  
XY Pair at the side; ORTF Pair on the top; 
4 Mono Ribbon microphone at point A 
Mono Ribbon microphone at point B 
5 Mono U87 microphone at point A 
Mono U87 microphone at point B 
6 A-B Pair in the front; Blumlein Pair on the top;  
Mono C414 microphone at point A; 
Mono C414 microphone at point B 
7 A-B Pair on the top; Blumlein Pair at the side;  
Mono KM184 microphone at point A; 
Mono KM184 microphone at point B 
Mono KM184 microphone at point C; 
8 A-B Pair at the side; Blumlein Pair in the front;  
Mono SM57 microphone at point A; 
Mono SM57 microphone at point B 
Mono SM57 microphone at point C; 
 
Due to some noise problems, the recordings for the A-B pair and the Blumlein pair 
were used from the setups 6, 7 and 8 that were recorded on the second day. 
Altogether, Ayşegül Kostak Toksoy played the three etudes eight times in total. 
The detailed descriptions of the applied microphone techniques will be presented due 
to their order of appearance in the survey. 
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3.3.3.1 A-B Pair in Three Different Perspectives 
As mentioned above, this technique is chosen for the case that a pair of omni 
directional microphones is available and a distant-miking is intended. It is meant to 
deliver a starting perspective rather than an exact point as mentioned above. As given 
in the recording studio of ITU-MIAM a pair of DPA 4006s is used to make the 
recordings. Figure 3.6 shows the A-B pair in front of the kanun. 
 
f 
 
Figure 3.6: A-B pair in front of the kanun. 
The pair of omni microphones was placed in about 177cm high from the floor in 
front of the instrument pointing horizontally to the back wall. This pair can be 
interpreted as simulation of audience perspective listening from the front of the 
instrument. It is a typical distant-miking position and captures many of the room 
reflections. The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD 
PART 2 Tracks 1, 2 and 3 (see Appendix B). Figure 3.7 shows the position of the 
capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
A-B Pair 
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Figure 3.7: A-B pair in front of the kanun as diagram. 
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Figure 3.8: A-B pair on the right hand side of the kanun. 
The A-B pair seen in Figure 3.8 is placed parallel to the back wall, horizontally to the 
floor and pointing at the sidewall of the studio. The height of this pair is almost the 
same as the frontal pair, about 177cm. This position is also a distant-miking 
placement where the room sound is picked up by the microphones. The sound of this 
recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 2 Tracks 4, 5 and 6 
A-B 
pair 
Stereo bar 
holding the A-B 
microphone pair 
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(see Appendix B). Figure 3.9 shows the position of the capsules with respect to the 
instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9: A-B pair on the side of the kanun as diagram. 
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Figure 3.10 shows the A-B pair placed on top of the instrument about 77 cm high 
from the strings pointing vertically down. The left microphone is pointing at the 
treble string corner and the right one above the low bass strings corner. This set up 
can be considered a close-miking technique and is close to the performer’s imbalaced 
hearing perspective. The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened 
in DVD PART 2 Tracks 7, 8 and 9 (see Appendix B). 
 
Figure 3.10: A-B pair on top of the kanun. 
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Figure 3.11 shows the capsule positions of the A-B pair on top of the kanun as 
diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11: A-B pair on top of the kanun as diagram. 
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The capsule positions of all three A-B pairs are demonstrated in Figure 3.12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12: Graphical description showing the capsule positions of all three A-B 
pairs: front, side, top. 
 
3.3.3.2 ORTF Pair in Three Different Perspectives 
The ORTF technique is chosen for the case that there exists a pair of cardioid 
condenser microphones. This very common configuration can be found in many 
studios. Again, the positions set in these recordings are starting perspectives rather 
than an exact point. A pair of AKG C414s is used to obtain the recordings. Similar to 
the Blumlein pairs the frontal and the side placement of the ORTF pairs are 
positioned diagonally with an angle of 45 degrees. 
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Figure 3.13 below shows the pictures of the ORTF pair in front of the kanun: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.13: ORTF pair in front of the kanun. 
 
The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 2 
Tracks 10, 11 and 12 (see Appendix B).  
The ORTF  pair 
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Figure 3.14 shows the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14: ORTF pair in front of the kanun as diagram. 
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Figure 3.15 shows the ORTF pair on the side of the kanun. 
 
 
Figure 3.15: ORTF pair on the side of the kanun. 
 
The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 2 
Tracks 13, 14 and 15 (see Appendix B).  
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Figure 3.16 shows the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16: ORTF pair on the side of the kanun as diagram. 
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The ORTF pair on top of the kanun is depicted in Figure 3.17. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.17: ORTF pair on top of the kanun. 
The pair on top of the instrument is placed about 50 cm above the strings looking 
down so that one of the microphones points at the treble strings the other at the bass 
The ORTF  pair 
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strings. The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD 
PART 2 Tracks 16, 17 and 18 (see Appendix B).  
Figure 3.18 shows the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.18: ORTF pair on top of the kanun as diagram. 
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The positions of all three ORTF pairs are demonstrated in Figure 3.19 below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19: Graphical description showing the position of the microphone capsules 
of all three ORTF pairs: front, side, top. 
 
3.3.3.3 Blumlein Pair in Three Different Perspectives 
The Blumlein technique is chosen for the case that there exists a pair of ribbon 
microphones or a pair of condenser microphones that can be switched into a figure of 
eight pattern. The ribbon microphones show extra directionality and tend to reject 
any sound that hits the microphone from the side. The positions here are meant to be 
starting points rather than an exact point as mentioned above. As given in the 
recording studio of ITU-MIAM a pair of Royer R-121 microphones is used to get the 
recordings. Figure 3.20 below shows the Blumlein pair in front of the kanun pointing 
down on the instrument diagonally with an angle of 45 degrees. The center of the 
pair is about 124 cm over the floor.  
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Figure 3.20: Blumlein pair in front of the kanun seen from both the left and the 
right. 
 
The Blumlein pair 
The Blumlein  pair 
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The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 2 
Tracks 19, 20 and 21 (see Appendix B). Figure 3.21 shows the position of the 
capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.21: Blumlein pair in front of the kanun as diagram. 
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Figure 3.22 below shows the Blumlein pair on the side of the kanun pointing down 
on the instrument diagonally with an angle of 45 degrees. Again, the center of the 
pair is about 124 cm over the floor.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.22: Blumlein pair on the side of the kanun seen from both the left and front. 
The Blumlein pair 
The Blumlein pair 
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The sound of this recording shown in Figure 3.22 with all three etudes can be 
listened in DVD PART 2 Tracks 22, 23 and 24 (see Appendix B). Figure 3.23 shows 
the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.23: Blumlein pair on the side of the kanun as diagram. 
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Figure 3.24 below shows the Blumlein pair on top of the kanun pointing down on the 
instrument horizontally   
 
   
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.24: Blumlein pair on top of the kanun. 
The same ribbon Blumlein pair is placed on top of the instrument about 50 cm above 
the strings looking down. One of the microphones points at the treble strings the 
other one at the bass strings. Being a coincident pair, there is no phase differences 
between the two microphones. The sound of this recording with all three etudes can 
The Blumlein  pair 
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be listened in DVD PART 2 Tracks 25, 26 and 27 (see Appendix B). Figure 3.25 
shows the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.25: Blumlein pair on top of the kanun as diagram. 
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The axis positions of all three Blumlein pairs are depicted in Figure 3.26 below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.26: Graphical description showing the position of the ribbon microphones 
axis: front, side, top. 
 
 
3.3.3.4 XY Stereo Pair in Three Different Perspectives 
The XY pair of the coincident technique comes in handy when a pair of small-
diaphragm cardioid condenser microphones or a coincident pair is available. The 
capsules are on the same point so again there is no phase difference between the two. 
A single Rode NT-4 is used to get the recordings. Similar to the Blumlein and ORTF 
pairs the frontal and the side placement of the coincident microphone is positioned 
diagonally with an angle of 45 degrees. Figure 3.27 below shows the XY pair in front 
of the kanun. The distance between the capsules and the floor is 177 cm  
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Figure 3.27: XY pair in front of the kanun. 
The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 2 
Tracks 18, 29 and 30 (see Appendix B).  
 
The XY pair 
The XY pair 
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Figure 3.28 shows the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.28: XY pair in front of the kanun as diagram. 
Figure 3.29 shows the XY pair on the side of the kanun. The sound of this recording 
with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 2 Tracks 31, 32 and 33 (see 
Appendix B). 
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Figure 3.29: XY pair on the side of the kanun. 
The XY pair 
The XY pair 
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Figure 3.30 shows the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.30: XY pair on the side of the kanun as diagram. 
Figure 3.31 shows the XY pair on the top of the kanun. 
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Figure 3.31: XY pair on top of the kanun. 
 
Similar to the Blumlein pair on top, the XY microphone on top of the instrument is 
placed about 50 cm above the strings looking down so that one of the capsules points 
at the treble and the other at the bass strings. The sound of this recording with all 
three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 2 Tracks 34, 35 and 36 (see Appendix B). 
Figure 3.32 shows the position of the capsules with respect to the instrument. 
 
 
The XY pair 
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Figure 3.32: XY pair on top of the kanun as diagram. 
The approximate positions of all three of the coincident microphone capsule pairs are 
shown in Figure 3.33 below: 
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Figure 3.33: Graphical description showing the position of the coincident (XY) 
microphones axis: front, side, top. 
 
3.3.3.5 Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone: Neumann U87s at Two 
Reference Points 
Being a widely used industry standard the Neumann U87 condenser microphones 
had to be within the set of the mono research of this project. The microphones are 
placed at those spots labeled as point A and B looking directly down with no angle. 
They are set about 17 cm over the strings. The sound of this recording with all three 
etudes can be listened in DVD PART 3 Tracks 1, 2, 3 (point A), 13, 14 and 15 (point 
B) (see Appendix C).  
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Figure 3.34 below shows the pictures taken from the recording session: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.34: Neumann U87 microphones at points A and B. 
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Figure 3.35 shows the capsule positions of the cardioid microphones at points A and 
B on top of the kanun as diagram. These two points are kept the same for all mono 
recordings with AKG C414s, Royer R-121s, Neumann KM184s and Shure SM57s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.35: Neumann U87 microphones at point A and B on top of the kanun as 
diagram. 
 
 
3.3.3.6 Large Diaphragm Condenser Microphone: AKG C414s at Two 
Reference Points 
Being another widely used industry standard the AKG C414s are placed at those 
spots looking directly down with no angle. The microphones are set about 17 cm 
A B
B A 
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from the strings. The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in 
DVD PART 3 Tracks 4, 5, 6 (point A), 16, 17 and 18 (point B) (see Appendix C). 
Figure 3.36 shows the pictures taken from the recording session. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.36: AKG C414 microphones at the points A and B. 
 
 
3.3.3.7 Ribbon Microphone: Royer R-121s at Two Reference Points 
For recording the kanun in mono, the above-mentioned points A and B are analyzed. 
Having only two ribbon microphones available, these two points above the strings 
are chosen and the microphones are placed at those spots looking directly down 
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horizontally with no angle. The first spot labelled as point A is at the resonator side 
more out to the treble part in order to leave space to the player. The microphone is 
set about 17 cm from the strings. The second point, point B is on above the first hole 
of the kanun body right after the bridge with the same height as point A. Royer R-
121 ribbon microphones are used to make the recordings. Figure 3.37 below show 
the pictures taken from the recording session. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.37: Mono Ribbon microphones at the points A and B (continued) 
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Figure 3.37: Mono Ribbon microphones at the points A and B. 
The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 3 
Tracks 7, 8, 9, 19, 20 and 21 (see Appendix C).  
 
3.3.3.8 Small Diaphragm Condenser Microphone: Neumann KM184s at Three 
Reference Points 
Having three of the same KM184 model of Neumann, the small diaphragm 
condenser setup is prepared with three points: Additional to the first two, a third 
point (Point C) is chosen closer to the levers of the kanun nearly around the middle 
of them. Similarly, the microphones are placed at those spots pointing directly down 
with no angle. The microphones are set about 17cm from the strings.  
Figures 3.38 and 3.39 depict the pictures taken from the recording session. 
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Figure 3.38: Neumann KM184 microphones at the points A, B and C. 
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Figure 3.39: Neumann KM184 microphones at the points A, B and C. 
The sound of this recording with all three etudes can be listened in DVD PART 3 
Tracks 10, 11, 12, (point A) 22, 23, 24 (point B), 25, 26 and 27 (point C) (see 
Appendix C).The schematic description of the three mono points A, B and C are 
described in Figure 3.40. 
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Figure 3.40: Schematic description of points A, B and C on the kanun. 
 
3.3.3.9 Dynamic Microphone: Shure SM57s at Three Reference Points 
This setup will indicate the possible choices for the situation where only a single 
dynamic microphone is available. Cases like live sound reinforcement could be an 
example. The consideration will then focus on the power of the output that a single 
microphone can have.  
In order to have a dynamic microphone in the research, another industry standard the 
Shure SM57 is chosen. Having three of the same model, this setup is prepared for 
three points as well. Similarly, the microphones are placed at those spots pointing 
directly down with no angle. The microphones are set about 17cm from the strings. It 
A B
B A 
C
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is to be noted that a dynamic microphone does not respond well to the transients 
compared to a condenser microphone (Huber, 1998, 26). 
Figures 3.41 and 3.42 below show the pictures taken from the recording session. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.41: Shure SM57 microphones at the points A, B and C. 
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Figure 3.42: Shure SM57 microphones at the points A, B and C. 
 
3.3.4 Subjects of the Survey 
Determining the group of people who would best make an appropriate subject for the 
fieldwork is one of the most significant tasks of such a research project. There are 
certain thoughts behind the decision making of this step. 
Assuming that the sound expectation or the musical taste in any other city in Turkey 
would not be different from the taste in Istanbul, this allows the project to focus 
safely on finding the subjects in the same city (Şenesen 2009).    
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Regarding production of solo kanun music, three groups lie definitely within the 
zone of interest: Kanun players, sound engineers and non-musicians. The reason for 
this is actually very simple: When a recording is taking place in a studio, members of 
the kanun players and sound engineers group will find themselves discussing on the 
recorded sound of the instrument. Hence, the results of this research must primarily 
satisfy these two groups. However, the non-musicians group stands for the consumer 
of the records, for which actually these productions are made. Diverse statistical 
analysis afterwards will have separate result list pointing out the perception 
differences of these three groups.  
3.3.4.1 Kanun Players 
Ideally, the subjects of this group should preferable be experienced enough. This 
could be measured as performing or recording experience, academic or teaching 
experience, knowledge in music culture or instrument manufacturing. The idea 
behind this selection is to investigate the musical taste of the people who really are in 
a position to have impact on the tendencies. In addition, this research will deliver 
results that would primarily interest the subjects of this group. Afterall, kanun 
players should primarily be the ones who will claim for an idiomatic recorded sound 
for their instrument. 
3.3.4.2 Sound Engineers and Producers 
The subjects of this group should also have experience in their own kind such as 
recording or live sound experience, production knowledge and technical interest for 
sounds. This research is intending to arouse interest in this group so that they could 
get inspired to retrieve interesting sounds from the kanun or even from other 
instruments.  
3.3.4.3 Non-Musicians 
This group should have no professional or amateur connection to sound engineering 
or music performance. The subjects of this group will represent the taste of the 
people, in other words the music market. It does not mean that what this group 
prefers would be the ultimate decision but it is important to know what is prefered 
the most and how it is translated by means of production. One should note that this 
group can not imagine a sound without having heard it. In other words, they have to 
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possibility to be introduced to new sounds, given that these sounds lie within their 
zone of interest and perception. 
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4.  EVALUATION OF THE SURVEY RESULTS 
At this point, it is important to mention the general expectations from this research 
before going into the presentation of the results. As most researchers would know, 
there is always a certain efficiency rate that connects the practical results with the 
theoretical preparation of the study. The real world may show different responses 
than what is expected when planning a research. This would not mean that the 
deviation from the expectance proves the results being useless. On the contrary, 
some unexpected results may allow a brand new tendency to be discovered. 
This survey and the whole work done around it was expected to capture the 
perspectives of the three kanun production related groups, namely the sound 
engineers and producers, kanun players and non-musicians. The motivation behind 
was very simple: The more the tendencies of each group are known the better the 
chance of finding a working-point for future productions related to Turkish makam 
music would become. In the same time, the cross comparison of the results is 
expected to give a general description of how each party in a recording process 
approaches the production. This valuable information can give a solid knowledge 
and insight that can be applied to productions related to other yet sound engineering 
wise undiscovered instruments or even relatively well-known recording processes. 
It was also expected that the terminology derived from the survey could help 
building a common ground for future sound descriptions in Turkish language. The 
words, nouns or adjectives can be used for describing other sound sources as well. 
Completing the missing literature in Turkish is not only useful for describing the 
sound of the instrument but also necessary for describing other related sound 
engineering and production processes.  
4.1 Statistical Evaluation Basics 
Before going into the results, some statistical facts are worth mentioning. Any 
fieldwork arrouses this very question: How reliable are the results? One can say with 
a certain prejudice that without asking every subjects in the world it would be 
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impossible to understand what the society prefers. This of course is a method which 
would be impossible to realize. Therefore, fieldwork researchers tend to pick a group 
of subjects that will represent the entire society’s tendency. Whenever a tendency 
appears in a group, the percentage that comes out is actually not precise, it is only 
acceptable within a margin of deviation. Being a small selection of the whole, 
statisticians accept a certain deviation from the reality a so called error term (Şenesen 
2009). The error rate can be calculated by the formula  
E = CFSEZ p  ˆ  (4.1) 
 
where, Z , SE and CF are the interval coefficent, standard error and correction 
factor, respectively. 
Z  is a coefficient that is determined by the confidence level of the research. For 
example, this coefficient will be equal to 1.96 when the confidence level is to be 
95%. For a confidence level of 90%, Z =1.645 (Şenesen 2009). 
The standard error of pˆ can be calculated by the formula 
n
ppSE p
)ˆ1(ˆ
ˆ
  (4.2) 
where, pˆ is the sample proportion and n  is the number of subjects (Moore 2009: 
488). The sample proportion can be stated as : 
n
xp ˆ  (4.3) 
As an example we can say 15 subjects of 30 preferred one sound. The sample 
proportion would be 15/30 = 0.5. 
The correction factor can be calculated as  
1

N
nNCF  (4.4) 
 
where, again n  is the number of subjects and N  is the population or the universe. 
The population is the number of the whole group of interest. One can say that there 
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are 50 important kanun players of whom we would like to know their sound 
preferences. So N will be equal to 50.  
The variable n is the number of the subjects that we will interview. In our fieldwork, 
we chose 30 kanun players, 30 sound engineers and 30 non-musicians. The above-
mentioned formulae help us calculate the statistical error rate of our research. With 
all these numbers on mind, we can calculate one example; 
Let’s say our confidence level is 90%. Hence, for this level, Z =1.645. 15 over 30 
subjects preffered one sound. The sample proportion would be pˆ = 0.5. The standard 
error is then equal to 0.091. The error term without the correction would be plus 
minus 14.9%. 
For a population of 50 people, ergo N=50 the correction factor would be 0,638. With 
this factor the error term will be 9.51%. All this would mean that if 50% of the 
subjects preffered one sound, the real value would lie between plus and minus 
9.51%, which are 59.51% and 40.49%. 
4.2 Encountered Difficulties During the Fieldwork 
At first, it took a long time getting rendezvous from subjects of all groups. After all, 
three different groups of 30 people together make 90 people in total. Explaining the 
survey itself on the phone turned out to be not that simple all the time. For example, 
some non-musicians showed a shyness saying that they would not have the capacity 
to judge anything on the kanun sound.  
It was necessary for almost all subjects to explain how this survey worked. For most 
of them, the whole process was clear after they answered the first question. We guess 
that probably seeing the evaluation part B of the first half of the survey with four 
adjectives (realistic, detailed, natural, rich) for every question made the survey look 
complicated. Some subjects thought that the musical line was the subject of interest. 
For confusing situations, additional explanations were made: For kanun players who 
were undecided about which sound they prefer, we asked “which sound would you 
pick if you were to record a solo kanun album for yourself?” For sound engineers 
“which sound would you pick if you were producing a solo kanun album for the 
public?” Finally for non-musicians “which sound would you prefer if you were to 
listen a solo kanun album of about 45 minutes duration?” These questions did help 
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most subjects to make a decision. Not to mention, for undecided situations, the 
subjects, especially the non-musicians, were allowed to listen to the samples more 
than one time.  
The entire surveying process was completed in a time spam longer than estimated. 
Each survey taking approximately 15 to 35 minutes, not more than 5 surveys could 
be completed in a single day. Some surveys went on to even 50 minutes. Being an 
interview-survey, these surveys could not be completed simultaneously. Due to the 
listening environment limitations, no online or distribution possibilities could be 
used.   
The evaluation of the selected recording by means of adjectives realistic, detailed, 
natural, rich (gerçekçi, ayrıntılı, doğal, zengin) turned out to be not clear enough for 
all three groups. Probably, the main reason was that every group and every individual 
subject understood the adjectives according to their own interpretation and 
experience. Actually, that was exactly the intention behind that question technique, 
however, this part of the survey created a template definition for listeners and did not 
show difference from one question to another. In other words, most subjects tend to 
use it as an easy way to speed up the survey. Mostly the marks they made for the first 
question were exactly repeated for next question unless they have heard an 
outstanding recording example. This is why this part of the survey answers will not 
be analyzed further in the results. 
4.3 Statistical Results of the Survey 
As mentioned in the previous chapter the recording techniques were presented in the 
order in which they appear in the survey form. Recording techniques with the highest 
interest in each group will be shown with bold characters in the corresponding tables. 
4.3.1 Question 1: Stereo A-B Technique on Three Perspectives 
The expectation for this question was mostly to capture a room sound of the 
instrument with the help of two omni-directional microphones in three different 
perspectives: Front, Side and Top. These three recordings in the way they have been 
played to the subjects can be listened in DVD PART 4 Tracks 1, 2 and 3 (see 
Appendix D). As explained in Chapter 3, a pair of DPA 4006s was used.  The results 
are presented in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: General results of question 1: A-B pair comparison. 
Stereo A-B on 3 Perspectives Front Side Top 
Kanun Players (30) 14 4 12 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 9 14 7 
Non-Musicians (30) 10 12 8 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 The top perspective was certainly out of the choice list for sound engineers 
and non-musicians, probably due to its unbalanced panoramic character. 
 The side position of a highly placed A-B pair mainly captures the roomy 
presence of the instrument and sounds very similar to the front perspective. 
 Kanun players may have picked the front perspective because it resembles the 
audience position as they listen to a player in a chamber music concert. This 
perspective is also analogous to the player’s perspective, hence the most 
dominant perspective in which they have listen to the instrument. No one of 
the other groups have any idea on how the instrument will sound like while 
performing.  
 Similarly, the top perspective is obviously the second choice of the kanun 
players being closer to the imbalanced perspective of the kanun player.  
 Sound engineers very clearly preferred the side perspective, probably because 
of its panoramic balance. Some realized and expressed that many recordings 
have an imbalance in the panorama (Kakı 2009). 
 Non-musicians show an almost equal distribution for all three recordings. 
4.3.2 Question 2: Stereo ORTF Technique on Three Perspectives 
The expectation here was mostly to capture a close-miking stereo sound of the 
instrument with the help of two cardioid shaped condenser microphones with 110 
degrees of angle and 17cm apart from each other in 3 different perspectives: Front, 
Side and Top. These three recordings in the way they have been played to the 
subjects can be listened to in DVD PART 4 Tracks 4, 5 and 6 (see Appendix D). As 
explained in Chapter 3, a pair of AKG C414s was used.  The results are presented in 
Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: General results of question 2: ORTF pair comparison. 
Stereo ORTF on 3 Perspectives Front Side Top 
Kanun Players (30) 8 11 11 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 8 12 10 
Non-Musicians (30) 11 9 10 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 The results do not show any obvious preference, since they are almost equal 
for all three groups.  
 The side perspective recording has a decent mid range sound, whereas the 
remaining two has nasal tone, although they are sounding very close. 
 Kanun players preferred the side and the top perspectives. This could be due 
to their attention for plectrum noise. Both of these perspectives capture less 
plectrum noise than the front perspective. This point can be considered as 
being the one of the most important criteria for kanun players.   
4.3.3 Question 3: Stereo Blumlein Technique on Three Perspectives 
Again, the expectation here was mostly to capture mono compatible close stereo 
sound of the instrument with the help of two ribbon condenser microphones in 
Blumlein position in three different perspectives: Front, Side and Top. These three 
recordings in the order they have been played to the subjects can be listened in DVD 
PART 4 Tracks 7, 8 and 9 (see Appendix D). As explained in Chapter 3, a pair of 
Royer R-121s was used.  The results are presented in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3: General results of question 3: Blumlein pair comparison. 
Stereo Blumlein  on 3 Perspectives Front Side Top 
Kanun Players (30) 2 6 22 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 8 10 12 
Non-Musicians (30) 5 7 18 
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The results may indicate the following: 
 The top perspective was certainly the preferred perspective by far especially 
for kanun players and non-musicians. Regarding all three groups, this 
recording has the highest point in the entire survey. Some kanun players 
noted that this is their favourite sound in the survey. 
 Sound engineers also tend to pick up the side perspective as the second best, 
which is sounding also very close to the top perspective in terms of their 
parallel position to the strings of the kanun.  
 The character of ribbon microphones comes into play: Because of their high 
directionality, ribbon microphones tend to focus on the acoustic sound that 
appears right in front of them and reject anything that comes from an off-axis 
direction. In this case, the plectrum sound is automatically eliminated. 
Suddenly a harsh sound source is filtered and captured with a presence. In 
other words, the transients are emphasized in a positive way so that unwanted 
noises are avoided. 
4.3.4 Question 4: Stereo XY Technique on Three Perspectives 
The expectation here was mostly to capture another mono compatible close stereo 
sound of the instrument this time with the help of a coincident pair of condenser 
microphones in three different perspectives: Front, Side and Top. These three 
recordings can be listened in DVD PART 4 Tracks 10, 11 and 12 (see Appendix D). 
As explained in Chapter 3, a Rode NT-4 was used.  The results are presented in 
Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4: General results of question 4: XY pair comparison. 
Stereo XY on 3 Perspectives Front Side Top 
Kanun Players (30) 4 7 19 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 15 8 7 
Non-Musicians (30) 6 8 16 
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The results may indicate the following: 
 The top perspective of the XY technique was certainly the most preferred 
perspective by far for especially the kanun players and non-musicians. This 
could be due to its close-miking presence and mono character. Some kanun 
players noted that this is their favourite recording (Halili 2009). 
 On the other hand, sound engineers and producers preferred the front 
perspective of the XY technique which is distant from the instrument. 
 The frequency response of the Rode-NT4 must be taken into account: 
Compared to other brands such as the Neumann, DPA and AKG, the Rode 
microphone is relatively less sensitive to transients. In other words, even 
when it is placed close the sound source it would not pick up as much detail 
as any other microphone from the above-mentioned brands. This property 
becomes an advantage in a kanun recording. Kanun players responded very 
positive because they hear the kanun very close to their own performer 
perspective but with less emphasized plectrum noise. 
4.3.5 Question 5: Stereo Techniques Applied to the Front Perspective 
The questions so far have included recordings prepared with the same pair of 
microphones placed at three different perspectives. Therefore, the only variable was 
the position of the microphones. Questions 5, 6 and 7 keep the perspective as a 
constant and compare different stereo techniques applied on that perspective. Of 
course, these techniques are created by means of different microphones with 
different characteristics. In other words, there are more than one variable in every 
question and the most important point while commenting on the results of these 
questions is to see which technique is preferred over which other ones. Sometimes 
the transient response or the directionality may play a role.    
The expectation in Question 5 was mostly to capture the best sounding stereo pair 
recording from the front perspective to the instrument. All four pairs are compared: 
The A-B pair of DPA 4006s, the ORTF pair of AKG C414s, the Blumlein pair of 
Royer R-121s and finally the XY microphone Rode NT-4. These four recordings in 
the order they have been played to the subjects can be listened in DVD PART 4 
Tracks 13, 14, 15 and 16 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.5 
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Table 4.5: General results of question 5: the front perspective. 
All Stereo Techniques on the Front 
Perspective 
A-B ORTF BLUMLEIN XY
Kanun Players (30) 9 3 13 5
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 12 7 8 3
Non-Musicians (30) 10 7 6 7
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 Kanun players very obviously chose the Blumlein technique. Again, this pair 
of two ribbon microphones with high directionality is able to eliminate 
unwanted noises and altogether makes the recorded kanun sound softer. 
 Sound engineers and non-musicians both preferred the A-B pair. This result 
is probably due to the high accuracy of the DPA microphones in general. 
Both of these groups do not seem to care much for plectrum noises as the 
kanun player group do. 
 The XY technique is not preferred. This is due to its low response from a 
distance. 
4.3.6 Question 6: Stereo Techniques Applied to the Top Perspective 
The expectation here was mostly to capture the best sounding stereo pair recording 
from the top perspective to the instrument. All four pairs are compared: Again, the 
A-B pair of DPA 4006s, the ORTF pair of AKG C414s, the Blumlein pair of Royer 
R-121s and the XY microphone Rode NT-4. These four recordings in the way they 
have been played to the subjects can be listened in DVD PART 4 Tracks 17, 18, 19 
and 20 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.6 
Table 4.6: General results of question 6: the top perspective. 
All Stereo Techniques on the Top 
Perspective 
A-B ORTF BLUMLEIN XY
Kanun Players (30) 10 0 7 13
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 8 11 7 4
Non-Musicians (30) 12 2 6 10
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The results may indicate the following: 
 Kanun players preferred the XY technique prepared with the Rode NT4 to the 
DPAs and Royers. This may sound unexpected but it is because of the lower 
transient response of the RODE microphones that eliminates the unwanted 
details. It reduces the level of the plectrum noise in a pleasant way. 
 Sound engineers picked the ORTF pair. This recording must have been 
sounding familiar to this group because of the usage of AKG C414 
microphones, which are very typically and commonly used in the music 
industry for recording solo instruments. This group did not react positively to 
the XY, probably because they do not like the lower transient response of this 
microphones sound. 
 Non-musicians liked the DPAs A-B pair again because of their accuracy. 
This sound is psychologically the most convincing one. 
 Another interesting result is the extreme contradiction of the choices of kanun 
players and sound engineers: As sound engineers prefer the ORTF and dislike 
the XY, kanun players show exactly the opposite preference. No kanun player 
preferred the ORTF recording. 
4.3.7 Question 7: Stereo Techniques Applied to the Side Perspective 
The expectation here was mostly to capture the best sounding stereo pair recording 
from the side perspective of the instrument. All four pairs are compared: The A-B 
pair of DPA 4006s, the ORTF pair of AKG C414s, the Blumlein pair of Royer R-
121s and finally the XY microphone Rode NT-4. These four recordings in the order 
they have been played to the subjects can be listened to in DVD PART 4 Tracks 21, 
22, 23 and 24 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7: General results of question 7: the side perspective. 
All Stereo Techniques on the Side 
Perspective 
A-B ORTF BLUMLEIN XY 
Kanun Players (30) 11 4 12 3 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 12 14 3 1 
Non-Musicians (30) 13 4 10 3 
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The results may indicate the following: 
 Kanun players preferred the Blumlein technique but the A-B sound was 
almost equally attractive. Ribbon microphones eliminate the unwanted noises 
and add a certain warmth and softness to a relatively loud point of the 
instrument. It reduces the level of the plectrum noise too. 
 Sound engineers preferred again the ORTF pair because of the familiar sound 
of kanun recorded with AKG C414 microphones. 
 Non-musicians picked the A-B pair and showed a closer correlation to the 
kanun players’ preference. For example, they did not respond well to the 
ORTF as the sound engineers did. 
 Another observation that definitely should go into record is again the opposite 
taste of the kanun players and sound engineers preferring and disliking the 
ORTF and BLUMLEIN techniques. 
 Another common point could be the general positive response to the A-B pair 
using the highly accurate DPA microphones. 
4.3.8 Question 8: Mono Techniques: Neumann U87 at Point A 
The questions on mono techniques are attempting to collect descriptive words for 
mono recorded kanun sounds. Since the subjects were free to pick up as many 
adjectives as they want, it is important to see on which words each group cumulates. 
Another important issue is the contradiction of the descriptive words. When two 
contradicting words have an equal distribution, one can say that both words would 
not offer anything significant on the quality of the sound. 
Question 8 covers a kanun recording where a Neumann U87, a large diaphragm 
condenser microphone, is placed 17cm above the leather resonators (Point A as in 
Chapter 3). This recording in the way it has been played to the subjects can be 
listened in DVD PART 4 Track 25 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in 
Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.8: General results of question 8: Neumann U87 at point A. 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers Non-Musicians
Sert (Hard) 8 18 12
Yumuşak (Soft) 3 5 6
Temiz (Clean) 14 6 7
Yapay (Artificial) 2 4 4
Fazla gürültülü (Noisy) 3 5 0
Doğal (Natural) 7 10 0
Derli-toplu (Neat) 2 4 5
Dağınık (Scattered) 1 2 5
Plastik (Plastic) 2 4 4
Tahta (Wooden) 2 2 2
OTHER  
SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE 
WORDS 
KURU, METALİK, 
SADE, MANDAL 
SESİ-METALİK, 
UZAKÇA, MANDAL 
SESLERİ 
UZAK, ORTA, 
ÇINLIYOR,KAPALI, 
TİPİK KANUN GİBİ, 
MIZRAPLI 
METALİK, BAŞTAN 
SAĞMA,GERGİNLİK, 
DÜŞÜŞ, BEKLENTİ 
YARATAN, 
GERÇEKÇİ 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 Most kanun players described this sound as clean (temiz). Other adjectives 
were hard (sert) and natural (doğal) that were chosen.  
 Sound engineers’ choice cumulated over hard (sert) with an obvious 
difference. This is due to the frequency response of the U87 microphone. The 
low frequency sound of the plectrum is brought up by the sensitivity of the 
microphone. This sound is not wanted when it is over-emphasized.  
 The additionally written words metallic (metalik) and with plectrum 
(mızraplı) indicate that some subjects needed to specify that unwanted sound. 
 Non-musicians tend to comment on the musical line. They wrote words 
desribing the character of the chromatic melody. This is an issue of missing 
listening training. This group does not take sound and melody separately. 
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4.3.9 Question 9: Mono Techniques: AKG C414 at Point A 
This question is attempting to collect descriptive words for a mono recording of the 
kanun where an AKG C414, again a large diaphragm condenser microphone, is 
placed 17cm above the leather resonators (Point A as in Chapter 3). This recording in 
the way it has been played to the subjects can be listened to in DVD PART 4 Track 
26 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.9. 
Table 4.9: General results of question 9: AKG C414 at point A. 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers  Non-Musicians
Sert (Hard) 1 2 4
Yumuşak (Soft) 9 19 12
Temiz (Clean) 15 11 12
Yapay (Artificial) 3 4 3
Fazla gürültülü 
(Noisy) 
0 0 0
Doğal (Natural) 6 9 0
Derli toplu (Neat) 13 14 11
Dağınık (Scattered) 3 6 0
Plastik (Plastic) 2 1 0
Tahta (Wooden) 0 0 4
OTHER  
SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE 
WORDS 
DOLGUNCA TRT, SERT YUMUŞAK 
DENGESİ İYİ; DERLİ-
TOPLU DENGELİ, ZENGİN 
UYUMLU, 
NOSTALJİK, DOLU 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 Most kanun players described this sound as clean (temiz) and neat (derli 
toplu). In general, they liked the sound. 
 Sound engineers described this sound with an obvious choice, by soft 
(yumuşak) and by neat (derli toplu). The frequency character of the AKG 
C414 microphone could explain this. This microphone attenuates the mid 
frequency range especially between 800 Hz and 1 kHz. In addition, it has a 
gentle frequency boost at 2.5 kHz, which colors the sound into a softer one.  
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 Non-musicians seem to have liked this sound and so they picked up the words 
soft, clean and neat to describe it. In addition, other descriptive words 
indicate that some of them commented on the melody of the sample, i.e., 
nostalgic. 
4.3.10 Question 10: Mono Techniques: Royer R-121 at Point A 
This question is attempting to collect descriptive words for a mono recording of the 
kanun where a Royer R-121, a ribbon microphone, is placed 17cm above the leather 
resonators (Point A as in Chapter 3). This recording in the way it has been played to 
the subjects can be listened to in DVD PART 4 Track 27 (see Appendix D). The 
results are presented in Table 4.10 
Table 4.10: General results of question 10: ROYER R-121 at point A. 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers Non-Musicians
Sert (Hard) 3 4 2
Yumuşak (Soft) 14 7 7
Temiz (Clean) 7 5 10
Yapay (Artificial) 5 8 9
Fazla gürültülü 
(Noisy) 
4 5 2
Doğal (Natural) 7 8 5
Derli-toplu (Neat) 5 5 3
Dağınık (Scattered) 2 6 7
Plastik (Plastic) 4 6 3
Tahta (Wooden) 2 2 1
OTHER  
SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE 
WORDS 
BASIK, BİRAZ 
MID, CILIZ, 
MANDAL SESİ, 
MANDAL SESİ-
METALİK, 
ARKADA, 
METALİK
UZAK, NEG. MANADA 
NEZLELİ, DERİNDEN 
GELEN, DETAYLI, ETLİ 
DEĞİL (MID-MID 
VURGUSUZ),EQ CURVE 
DEĞİŞİYOR
SLOPPY, 
GERGINLIK, 
DÜŞÜŞ,UZAK, 
METALIK, TIZ, 
SIKICI
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The results may indicate the following: 
 Most kanun players described this sound as soft (yumuşak). This is again 
probably due to the high directionality of the ribbon microphones that pick up 
the sound that is right in front of their perception grid. Besides, some players 
described this sound as basık (boxy) and arkada (to the rear), which are signs 
that they hear the back reflections that are picked up by the figure-of-8 
character of the ribbon. 
 The non-musicians described the sound mostly as clean and artificial.  
 Again, some of the non-musicians got confused and found words for what the 
melody had inspired them.  
 The choices of the sound engineer group did not cumulate on any clear result. 
The only two extremes that came out brought up an interesting discussion: 
The words natural and artificial got the equal number of hits. One can say that 
the concept of being natural is nothing but a construction. In other words, 
describing a sound as natural does not reveal much information on its 
character. 
 Some engineers were aware of the high directionality of the ribbon 
microphone so that they additionally need to say that the EQ curve is 
changing with the pitch, as the treble strings were closer to the ribbon than 
the bass strings of the kanun. 
4.3.11 Question 11: Mono Techniques: Neumann KM-184 at Point A 
This question is attempting to collect descriptive words for a mono recording of the 
kanun where a Neumann KM-184, a small diaphragm condenser microphone, is 
placed 17cm. above the leather resonators (Point A as in Chapter 3). This recording 
in the way it has been played to the subjects can be listened to in DVD PART 4 
Track 28 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.11. 
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Table 4.11: General results of question 11: Neumann KM-184 at point A. 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers  Non-Musicians
Sert (Hard) 4 4 5
Yumuşak (Soft) 7 9 15
Temiz (Clean) 12 13 13
Yapay (Artificial) 6 7 4
Fazla gürültülü (Noisy) 0 1 1
Doğal (Natural) 7 9 6
Derli-toplu (Neat) 4 10 11
Dağınık (Scattered) 5 3 4
Plastik (Plastic) 3 4 0
Tahta (Wooden) 0 0 1
OTHER  SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
UZAK, METALİK, 
ZAYIF, 
KISIK, 
FAZLA METALİK, TİZ 
VE METALİK, BİRAZ 
TİZ, KESKİN, GÜÇSÜZ 
CILIZ, YAVAN, DERİN, 
UZAK DERİN
UZAK, 
DAR BİR FREKANS 
ARALIĞINDA, 
DERİNDEN GELEN, 
LO-MID 200-300HZ 
DÜŞÜK ENERJİLİ, 
DENGESİZ/UZAK, 
HACİMSİZ
 AKIŞKAN, 
ÇATALLAŞMA 
The results may indicate the following: 
 All three groups described the sound as clean (temiz). This is probably a sign 
that they liked the kanun image of this recording.  
 Most of the non-musicians described the sound as soft (yumuşak). 
 The non-musicians and sound engineers also used the word neat very often.  
The combination of the three words soft, clean and neat indicates a pleasant 
sound altogether. On the other hand, according to the extra-added comments, 
the softness of this sound is not really a concept of a positive recording. Some 
comments indicate that the low mid range of this sound is not satisfying. 
 Some engineers noted that the low mid around 200-300 Hz is less and in 
parallel, some kanun players noted that this sound is far, metallic and thin. 
These are descriptions of the same sound with two different perspectives. 
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4.3.12 Question 12: Mono Techniques: Neumann U87 at Point B 
This question is attempting to collect descriptive words for a mono recording of the 
kanun where a Neumann U87, a large diaphragm condenser microphone, is placed 
17cm. above the middle hole of the kanun’s body (Point B as in Chapter 3). This 
recording in the way it has been played to the subjects can be listened to in DVD 
PART 4 Track 29 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.12. 
Table 4.12: General results of question 12: Neumann U87 at point B. 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers Non-Musicians
Sert (Hard) 12 17 16
Yumuşak (Soft) 4 2 4
Temiz (Clean) 12 14 10
Yapay (Artificial) 4 4 1
Fazla gürültülü 
(Noisy) 
4 2 9
Doğal (Natural) 4 10 6
Derli-toplu (Neat) 4 10 8
Dağınık (Scattered) 4 3 4
Plastik (Plastic) 1 4 0
Tahta (Wooden) 2 2 3
OTHER  
SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE 
WORDS 
FAZLA EKO, 
YAKIN, 
GİZLİ, 
FAZLA MID, 
METALİK, 
DOLU DOLU, 
TONLU(MİDLİ) 
EN İYİ KAYIT BU, 
ORTA, ÇINLIYOR, 
ÜST NOTALARDA 
DAHA SERT, 
ZENGİN, 
BİRAZ YORUCU 
RAHATSIZ EDİCİ, ÜZÜCÜ, 
YOĞUN, TEREDDÜT, 
MASİV, 
İYİ 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 All three groups described the sound as hard (sert) and clean (temiz). This is 
probably a sign that they liked the kanun image of this recording but that they 
realize that this microphone is adding a lower end that makes the sound hard. 
Some engineers noted down that this is the best recording that they have 
heard so far. 
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 In general, the Neumann U87 at point B gets a better response from the 
subjects than at point A. 
4.3.13 Question 13: Mono Techniques: AKG C414 at Point B 
This question is attempting to collect descriptive words for a mono recording of the 
kanun where an AKG C414, again a large diaphragm condenser microphone, is 
placed 17cm above the middle hole of the kanun’s body (Point B as in Chapter 3). 
This recording in the way it has been played to the subjects can be listened to in 
DVD PART 4 Track 30 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.13. 
Table 4.13: General results of question 13: AKG C414 at point B. 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers Non-Musicians
Sert (Hard) 6 14 15
Yumuşak (Soft) 2 4 2
Temiz (Clean) 10 10 10
Yapay (Artificial) 1 4 1
Fazla gürültülü 
(Noisy) 
2 2 2
Doğal (Natural) 5 7 5
Derli-toplu (Neat) 7 6 7
Dağınık 
(Scattered) 
4 3 3
Plastik (Plastic) 2 5 2
Tahta (Wooden) 1 0 1
OTHER  
SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE 
WORDS 
ENERJİK, UZAK, 
UZAK +, 
EN FAVORİM, 
BİRAZ TİZ, 
COŞKULU, 
KAPALI, METALİK
İYİ MANADA 
PRODUCED, ORTA, 
ÇINLIYOR, 
ALT FREKANSLARI 
EKSİK, 
GENİŞ DİNAMİK 
ARALIK, 
BITING AMA AZ
GÜZEL, 
COŞKULU, İNCE
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The results may indicate the following: 
 All three groups described the sound as clean (temiz). This is probably a sign 
that they liked the kanun image of this recording but that they realize that this 
microphone is adding a lower end that makes the sound hard. Some engineers 
noted down, that this is the best recording they have heard so far. 
 Sound engineers and non-musicians mostly preferred descriptive word for 
this sound is hard (sert). Kanun players on the other hand definitely do not 
agree with that. 
 Some kanun players noted this recording giving the far feeling in a positive 
manner (Berkman 2009). 
4.3.14 Question 14: Mono Techniques: Royer R-121 at Point B 
This question is attempting to collect descriptive words of a mono recording of the 
kanun where a Royer R-121, a ribbon microphone, is placed 17cm above the middle 
hole of the kanun’s body (Point B as in Chapter 3). This recording in the way it has 
been played to the subjects can be listened in DVD PART 4 Track 31 (see Appendix 
D). The results are presented in Table 4.14. 
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Table 4.14: General results of question 14: ROYER R-121 at point B. 
 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers Non-Musicians 
Sert (Hard) 5 1 5 
Yumuşak (Soft) 10 12 10 
Temiz (Clean) 9 5 8 
Yapay (Artificial) 6 5 6 
Fazla gürültülü 
(Noisy) 
2 5 1 
Doğal (Natural) 6 8 6 
Derli-toplu (Neat) 3 9 2 
Dağınık 
(Scattered) 
6 7 6 
Plastik (Plastic) 1 3 1 
Tahta (Wooden) 1 5 2 
OTHER  
SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE 
WORDS 
FAZLA EKOLU, 
UZAK+, METALİK, 
UZAK, 
KAPALI-BOXY, 
METALİK-TİZ, 
DOLU, 
UZAK, 
SES UZAKTA
TRT'YE YAKIN, MAT, 
 FAZLA MIZRAPLI
SONDA ÇARPMA 
SESI VAR, 
DOLGUN, 
DENGELI 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 All three groups described the sound as soft (yumuşak). This is probably a 
sign that they liked the kanun image of this recording. This word is the only 
outstanding description for this sound and probably indicates the refined 
kanun sound that is filtered from its unwanted partials by means of the strong 
directionality of the ribbon microphone. 
 The word clean (temiz) has been the second best word choice of kanun 
players and non-musicians, whereas sound engineers do not agree with that. 
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 Some kanun players also added that this sound is ‘far away’ (ses uzakta). 
This is a sign that they hear the figure-of-eight character of the ribbon 
microphone that also has the rear reflections in the room.  
4.3.15 Question 15: Mono Techniques: Neumann KM-184 at Point B 
This question is attempting to collect descriptive words for a mono recording of the 
kanun where a Neumann KM-184, a small diaphragm condenser microphone, is 
placed 17cm above the middle hole of the kanun’s body (Point B as in Chapter 3). 
This recording in the way it has been played to the subjects can be listened to in 
DVD PART 4 Track 32 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.15. 
Table 4.15: General results of question 15: Neumann KM-184 at point B. 
Descriptive word Kanun Players Sound Engineers  Non-Musicians
Sert (Hard) 6 17 6
Yumuşak (Soft) 3 2 3
Temiz (Clean) 14 11 14
Yapay 
(Artificial) 
8 2 7
Fazla gürültülü 
(Noisy) 
0 1 2
Doğal (Natural) 2 10 2
Derli-toplu 
(Neat) 
2 8 3
Dağınık 
(Scattered) 
3 4 2
Plastik (Plastic) 2 3 1
Tahta (Wooden) 2 0 2
OTHER  
SIGNIFICANT 
DESCRIPTIVE 
WORDS 
VURUCU, DUYGULU, DERİN, 
UZAK, UZAK-, TİZ, 
BİRAZ TİZ, İÇTEN, KAPALI 
CILIZ, METALİK TİZ, 
KAPALI, 
ÇOK UZAK, 
PERDENİN ARKASINDAN 
ÇALIYORMUŞ GİBİ 
ORTA, 
ÇINLIYOR, 
ALT FREKANSLARI EKSİK, 
PARLAK, DERİNDEN, 
DEFINITION EKSİK, 
TRANSIENT YOKSUNLUĞU, 
FLAT FREQ. RESPONSE 
OLARAK DERLİTOPLU, 
UZAK 
VURUCU, DUYGULU, 
DERİN, 
UZAK, UZAK, 
KAPALI, UZAK, 
KAPALI CILIZ, TİZ, 
BİRAZ TİZ, İÇTEN, 
METALİK, 
TİZ, 
ÇOK UZAK, DENGELİ 
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The results may indicate the following: 
 Kanun players and non-musicians described the sound as clean (temiz). This 
word is also the second choice of sound engineers.  
 Sound engineers described the sound as hard. This is probably due to the 
broadband response of the small diaphragm KM184 that picks up the 
plectrum sound more than necessary.  
4.3.16 Question 16: Mono Techniques: Comparison of Point A and B with AKG 
C414s 
The expectation here was mostly to capture the best sounding spot for a mono 
recording of the instrument with a single large diaphragm condenser microphone. 
The points A and B are chosen and a simultaneous recording are made by using a 
pair of AKG C414s. These two recordings in the way they have been played to the 
subjects can be listened in DVD PART 4 Tracks 33 and 34 (see Appendix D). The 
results are presented in Table 4.16. 
Table 4.16: General results of question 16: Point A and B comparison with AKG 
C414s. 
 
Comparison with AKG C414s POINT A POINT B 
Kanun Players (30) 12 18 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 13 17 
Non-Musicians (30) 16 14 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 Kanun players and sound engineers preferred the sound of point B to point A. 
 Non-musicians preferred point A but with no clear difference. One can say 
that both choices are randomly distributed because the difference is not that 
obvious for this group. 
4.3.17 Question 17: Mono Techniques: Comparison of Point A and B with 
Neumann U87s 
The expectation here was mostly to capture the best sounding spot for a mono 
recording of the instrument with a single large diaphragm condenser microphone. 
The points A and B are chosen and a simultaneous recording are made by using a 
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pair of Neumann U87s. These two recordings in the way they have been played to 
the subjects can be listened in DVD PART 4 Tracks 35 and 36 (see Appendix D). 
The results are presented in Table 4.17. 
Table 4.17: General results of question 17: Point A and B comparison with 
Neumann U87s.        
 
Comparison with Neumann U87s POINT A POINT B 
Kanun Players (30) 9 21 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 9 21 
Non-Musicians (30) 15 15 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 Kanun players and sound engineers preferred the sound of point B to point A, 
this time with a greater difference than it occurred with the AKG C414 
question. This is probably due to the low mid boost of the Neumann U87 that 
makes the sound on point A harder than it sounds with an AKG C414 over it. 
 Non-musicians came with equal points for each choice. Again, one can say 
that the difference of these two sounds is not that obvious for this group. 
4.3.18 Question 18: Mono Techniques: Comparison of Point A, B and C with 
Neumann KM184s 
The expectation here was mostly to capture the best sounding spot for a mono 
recording of the instrument with a single condenser microphone. The points A, B and 
C are chosen (as depicted in Chapter 3) and simultaneous recordings are made by 
using three Neumann KM184s. These three recordings in the order they have been 
played to the subjects can be listened to in DVD PART 4 Tracks 37, 38 and 39 (see 
Appendix D). The results are presented in Table 4.18. 
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Table 4.18:  General results of question 18: Point A, B and C comparison with 
Neumann KM 184s. 
 
Comparison with Neumann KM184s POINT A POINT B POINT C 
Kanun Players (30) 6 5 19 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 5 13 12 
Non-Musicians (30) 11 8 11 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 Kanun players preferred the sound of point C. This choice is probably due to 
the factor of interest: After listening to 36 recordings among which some are 
played twice, Kanun players found the sound at point C different that 
anything they have heard so far. 
 Sound engineers preferred the sound of point B. This reflects the expectation: 
The sound there is more detailed and balanced. 
 Non-musicians remained undecided between point A and point C. One can 
say that again both choices are randomly distributed because the difference is 
not that obvious for this group. 
4.3.19 Question 19: Mono Techniques: Comparison of Condenser Microphones 
with Dynamic Microphones at Point B with AKG C414 and 
Shure SM57 
The expectation here was mostly to understand if the groups of subjects really prefer 
a condenser microphone to a dynamic microphone. Dynamic microphones are known 
for a poorer transient response compared to condenser microphones. In the same 
time, they are usually used for live sound reinforcements. Point B is chosen and 
recordings made by using an AKG C414 and a Shure SM 57 are put into comparison. 
These two recordings in the way they have been played to the subjects can be 
listened in DVD PART 4 Tracks 40 and 41 (see Appendix D). The results are 
presented in Table 4.19. 
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Table 4.19: General results of question 19: Comparison of AKG C414 and Shure 
SM57. 
 Shure SM 57 AKG C414 
Kanun Players (30) 10 20 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 8 22 
Non-Musicians (30) 10 20 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 All groups preferred the sound of the condenser to a dynamic microphone. 
This is one of the most obvious preferences so far. Even non-musicians hear 
this difference.  
 The transient response of the dynamic microphone is not sufficient for any 
group when they compare it with a condenser microphone. 
 
4.3.20 Question 20: Comparison of Mono with Stereo: Blumlein Pair Versus a 
Single Ribbon Microphone at Point B  
The expectation here was mostly to understand if the groups of subjects choose mono 
recordings over stereo or vice versa. Point B is chosen for mono and the stereo 
Blumlein Pair of Royer R-121 ribbon microphones are put into comparison. These 
two recordings in the way they have been played to the subjects can be listened in 
DVD PART 4 Tracks 42 and 43 (see Appendix D). The results are presented in 
Table 4.20. 
Table 4.20: General results of question 20: Comparison of mono with stereo. 
 Mono Stereo 
Kanun Players (30) 19 11 
Sound Engineers & Producers (30) 20 10 
Non-Musicians (30) 19 11 
 
The results may indicate the following: 
 All groups preferred the mono recording to a stereo recording made by the 
same ribbon microphones. This is again one of the most obvious preferences 
so far. Even non-musicians hear this difference.  
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 Following points could have had effect on this result: The character of the 
ribbons on a mono recording is very satisfying, maybe better that any other 
condenser microphone. Due to its directionality, the localization is most 
accurate. 
 Stereo recordings give the illusion of space and so a certain feeling of 
distance is created. This stereo recording made the sound more like a 
documentary and less intimate. Even for non-musicians - or maybe more for 
them – the intimacy of a musical recording is the most important factor on 
whether they like it or not.  
4.4 Interpretive Evaluation 
4.4.1 First Half of the Survey: Questions on Stereo Techniques 
For many subjects the very first question became an introduction for the flow of the 
whole survey. Therefore, it was useful to have a second CD template for the kanun 
samples CD where the order of the questions was different, so that the first question 
of both templates was not the same. After answering the first question, almost all 
subjects understood what the survey was about and could continue with the rest. 
Nevertheless, most subjects had to listen to the first question at least two times. This 
issue can be seen as a sound check for the ears to get used to this special survey 
listening environment with headphones. 
At the beginning, all subjects needed to be informed orally what this survey was 
about. The issue of preference had to be explained to each group differently: Kanun 
players were asked which of the three sounds would they choose if they were to 
record a solo kanun album in a studio. Sound engineers and producers were asked, if 
they had to record this repertoire for the public, with which one of the three sounds 
would they proceed with the recording. Finally, non-musicians were asked which one 
of the three sounds would be the most pleasant one while listening to a solo kanun 
album. 
Another confusing point has been the part B of the first block of questions. After 
picking up their favorite recording, many subjects tend to copy their verbal 
evaluation answer that they have put for the first question and repeat it at all other 
answers. The origin of the evaluation was to find a grading way for people to express 
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what they hear. However, it turned out to be a pattern to express their general taste. 
Some subjects tend to put a cross in the ‘most’(çok) box for all words, in a sense that 
the recording they liked is the most realistic, the most detailed, the most natural and 
the most produced one in the same time. This is not directly wrong; somehow, one 
prefers a recording because it has a tasteful and workable mixture of everything. 
Therefore, the results of this part tend to be not as valuable as the preference rates 
that are presented above.  
Panoramic hearing was one of the important and mostly interest arousing factor in 
the stereo part. All groups could easily hear the imbalanced stereo image of some 
recordings. Although this property makes some of the non-musicians feel like as if 
they had to pick up the different recording of the given three. Same phenomenon has 
happened with the kanun players on question 18 where they picked the point C 
recording. 
Localization through stereo recording was also an issue on which especially kanun 
players and sound engineers are sensitive. Kanun players tend to pick up the 
recordings with an optimal acoustic distance where the presence of the instrument 
was not lost but in the same time not too close to the instrument so that unwanted 
sounds like plectrum or levers can become annoying.  
For the same reason in some questions, kanun players preferred microphones with a 
lower transient response to better microphones in order to avoid the plectrum noises. 
On the other hand, sound engineers picked the microscopic and too detailed 
recordings and rejected the poorer quality microphone; hence, contradicting choices 
between these two groups appeared in some of the questions.  
In addition to the results presented above, it may be interesting to put the preferences 
of all groups together. In other words, what would become most prefered if all 90 
subjects of this survey would have an equal vote. Table 4.21 shows the comparison 
of stereo techniques with respect to the three recording perspectives. 
Table 4.21: Stereo microphone techniques comparison in 3 different perspectives. 
 
 Front Side Top 
A-B with DPA 4006s 33 (% 36) 30 27 
ORTF with AKG C414s 27 32(% 35) 31 
Blumlein with Royer R-121s 15 23 52(%46) 
XY with Rode NT-4 25 23 42(%46) 
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The results may indicate the following: 
 The A-B techniques with the DPA 4006 pair is the most preferred technique 
in the front perspective. This is probably due to the high accuracy of the 
microphones that is recognized by most ears. Compared to the other 
techniques, this technique also sounds spatial and gives that distant feeling. 
The side and top perspectives got very close points as well. This leads to the 
quality of the microphone being accepted in a general way. 
 The ORTF technique with the AKG C414 pair turns out to be the most 
preferred in the side perspective. The top perspective of the same pair is also 
very close. This could be due to the common axis towards the instrument. 
 The top perspective has two but very obviously preferred winners. The 
Blumlein pair with the Royer R-121s and the Rode NT-4 gets the most 
attention. This can be a hint that the plectrum sound is not only a concern of 
kanun players but also all groups. All subjects prefer to hear a close miking 
for the kanun but not the noise content such as the plectrum noise. The 
directionality of the ribbon microphones and the poorer transient response of 
the Rode microphone become very useful. Another common property of these 
two techniques is that they are both coincident pairs. As the final question of 
the survey states, a dominating group of listeners in general prefers a mono 
sound. Both of these techniques, Blumlein and XY are mono compatible 
stereo techniques. One can really say that this is the way to record the kanun 
when a pair of ribbons or an XY microphone is available.  
Another cross comparison presentation is shown in Table 4.22. This table shows the 
total points of each stereo technique with respect to the recording perspective.  
Table 4.22:  Stereo recording perspectives in four different stereo microphone 
techniques. 
 
 A-B with 
DPA 4006s 
ORTF with 
AKG C414s
Blumlein with
Royer R-121s
XY with  
Rode NT-4 
Front 31(%34.4) 17 27 15 
Side 36(%40) 22 25 7 
Top 30(%33.3) 13 20 27 
 
Obviously, the A-B pair with the accuracy of the DPA microphones collects most of 
the points. The top perspective shows interesting results: The XY technique with the 
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Rode NT-4 has very close results to the DPAs. In terms of technical comparison, this 
result is surprising but it also indicates that successful miking does not always need 
good microphones. A microphone with poor transient response placed at the right 
spot may do the work as good as a better quality one.  
4.4.2 Second Half of the Survey: Questions on Mono Recordings and Other 
Comparisons 
This part of the survey was easier than the first, since the subjects were accustomed 
to listening to kanun recordings. They now start answering the questions of the 
second part with a good reference in their ears. Of course, listening without 
comparison is difficult itself. Therefore, some subjects wanted to listen through all 
four or eight samples in a single run and then go back to the first questions’ sample 
(Turaç 2009).  
The idea behind the second part of the survey was to analyze the verbal description 
that is used in all music related circles. It also contained the attempt to create a 
Turkish vocabulary for describing sounds. Therefore, the selection of words was all 
meant to be meaningful for all three groups but some subjects of all groups wanted to 
know the exact meaning of the certain descriptive words. They were told that they 
should pick the words according to what they understand from it. Table 4.23 shows a 
brief list of the most often chosen descriptions for the Neumann U87, AKG C414, 
Royer R-121 and Neumann KM-185 at point A and B. 
Table 4.23:  Microphones and two different points for mono recordings the most 
often appearing descriptive words summarized. 
 
Microphone  Point A Point B
Neumann U87Ai Sert(Hard), Temiz(Clean) Sert, Temiz
AKG C414 Yumuşak(Soft), Temiz, 
Derli toplu(Neat)
Sert, Temiz
Royer R-121 Yumuşak, Temiz Yumuşak
Neumann KM-184 Temiz, Derli toplu, Yumuşak Temiz, Sert
 
The idea of having the subjects write down extra comments on the recordings turned 
out to be successful. Many subjects, independent from each other used the same 
words for describing the same sound. Some examples are metalik, uzak, derinden, 
kapalı, ekolu. These words were used so often that one can say that they should be 
selected among the words for the survey. 
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Kanun players are extremely careful for plectrum noises and lever (switch) noises. 
They usually tend to pick those recordings, which had less plectrum sound than there 
is normally. On the other hand, this does not seem to be important for sound 
engineers, who cared more for the better microphone with a better transient response. 
The idiomatic sound is more in the ears of the kanun players than in sound engineers.  
The comparison of two separate recording points A and B with the same microphone 
delivered good results that could be helpful for a mono recording. Point B turned out 
to be the sweet spot for a single microphone recording for kanun players and sound 
engineers. Table 4.24 shows the overall results for all subjects together. 
 
Table 4.24: Two large diaphragm condenser microphones and two different points 
for mono recordings. 
 
Microphone Point A Point B
AKG C414 41 49(%54)
Neumann U87Ai 33 57(% 63) 
 
The question on how far the desired transient response can go was partly answered 
by question number 17 where all there groups agreed on the sound of a condenser 
microphone instead of a dynamic microphone without knowing which is which.  
The final question comparing a mono recording with a stereo recording delivered 
also an unexpected but clear result. All groups preferred the mono recording with a 
clear difference. 
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5.  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this final chapter, the results and observations collected with this research will be 
summarized. The recommendations and ideas for possible follow-up projects related 
to this research will be mentioned as well. First, the brief summary of the 
observations will be listed. 
5.1 Observations 
One must admit that the differences between recordings are in general very subtle so 
that most of the non-musicians had difficulties in deciding what would be the best 
kanun sound for them. Kanun players and sound engineers did not mention such a 
difficulty at all. This difference could be interpreted as a proffesional one, for both 
the kanun players and sound engineers are trained to listen carefully. 
Most kanun players try to avoid plectrum noises and for this they would prefer a 
poorer quality microphone to a better one. Sometimes the microphone or the sound 
being far away (olumlu manada uzak) was perceived as a positive quality for some 
kanun players (Berkman, 2009). One can say that an optimal balance can be found 
by checking the amount of plectrum sound in the recording. 
Kanun players know that the style of the performer is also a part of the sound. Even 
the melody of the sample has an effect on their preference for sound (Alkaç 2009).   
Sound engineers tend to pick the recording that sounds most interesting for them 
regardless of what the concerns of a kanun player would be. Some even mentioned 
this issue in their interviews that they remained undecided between their own choice 
and the possible preference of the market (Öztop 2009). Some said that they are 
answering the questions with the ear of music market producer (Ömeroğlu 2009).  
Some descriptive words such as natural or artificial might not be as helpful as 
imagined in defining the quality of certain sounds. As the answers on question 10 of 
the survey show that equal number of sound engineers labelled the same sound as 
both artificial and natural. 
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Mono recordings tend to be more intimate than stereo recordings (Ayangil 2009). 
Apart from a stereo recording with a good quality microphone like the DPAs, kanun 
players seem to prefer the concident stereo techniques like the Blumlein and XY, 
which are mono compatible anyway. 
5.2 Recommendations 
Bearing all the results and interpretations on mind, one can derive many other 
observations and be prepared for a related future work. Any research would have 
points that can be improved and all of this would lead into a followup project with an 
improved insight. 
At the first sight, the non-musician group, that resembles the audience of produced 
recordings, plays a passive role in the musical production process. One can say that 
this position could mean that their opinion and preferences is not important at all. As 
a similar study on subjective evaluation on concert halls shows that ordinary concert 
goers are not as sensitive as the musicians to the differences between the sounds of 
halls (Bayazit 2007:7). The audience responses are not reliable as musicians (Bayazit 
2007:10). 
However, perceiving this subject group in that way does not seem very correct. 
Although the palette of their sounds is not as wide as a professional recording artist 
or a sound engineer, the non-musician subjects can still tell good from bad in a 
coarse way. Producers could turn this into an advantage. Players and producers 
should know that they have some liberty for selecting sounds but they cannot push 
too far and get out of the idiomatic sound range that the audience already has in their 
ears. At the end of the day, they should stay within the boundaries of the ‘genre’ and 
present an appropriate answer as a contribution to the diversity of sounds. As many 
non-musicians subjects of the survey could not comment on the sound separated 
from the melody, they are still in the perception where melody, sound, recording, 
mix etc. constuct the same one thing: music. This may sound like a disadvantage but 
it is actually very important. Most of the kanun players and sound engineers have 
crossed this perception line and have difficulties simply listening to music as a non-
musician would do and this sometimes makes their own production more difficult 
than it actually is. 
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Henceforth, everyone has a different idea of his or her appearance like kanun players 
do. Kanun players should be aware that plectrum and lever sounds are part of their 
instruments’ sound world and it is not easy to extract them out of a recording when 
they exist acoustically. They could prepare themselves for a recording session 
differently than for a live concert. As most of them know, microphone placements 
and types used in live concerts are completely different from in a studio recording. 
Of course, the reception of plectrum sounds in both cases differs a lot. It is all right to 
expect certain positive manipulations on their sound by means of technology but it is 
always for the better to ‘bring along their own sound’ and then expect that to be 
enhanced in the studio. This tends to be sometimes more important than necessary. 
Kanun players should tend to pay attention to listen also to other details of a 
recording apart from their own melody line. Especially recording together with an 
ensemble, the player should bare on mind that the kanun sound alone is not more 
important than the whole. A non-musician will listen to the whole recording as 
music. 
Being musicians leaning to the technical side of the process, sound engineers should 
not see the complete recording process only as their work of art. It is a work created 
together with the performers for the pleasure of the non-musicians mostly. Sound 
engineers should be aware that creating an original or unheard sound for a well-
known style of music is sometimes not the effective thing to do. They should be 
aware that there is an idiomatic sound out there, into which they have to place their 
recordings. During the sound check before the tracking, it is best to try to understand 
and find out what kind of a sound the player is seeking instead of going with the best 
and most accurate microphone of the studio. As the results show, sometimes 
microphones with a poor transient response can be useful in certain cases. Some 
sound engineers thought that listening to all these samples helped them understand 
what they would like to have for a kanun sound. Alp Turaç said that he would now 
prefer a kanun recording with low end and not to wide panorama (Turaç 2009). 
Similarly, adding a bass content that the kanun actually cannot produce can make 
this instrument sound good (Baylan 2009). This aspect is very important, in order to 
create a musical integrity for an album that can make it long lasting. 
The issue of reverberation is also very important in terms of production. Sound 
engineers tend to have a reflex for dry and wet recordings. In other words, if they 
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listen to a dry recording they can imagine the production becoming satisfying for 
them when a good reverb effect is added. Some engineers noted that having the plate 
reverb on the samples makes the judgment on the naturality difficult (Erek 2009). 
Other studies show that engineers tend to accept the reverb of the recording studio 
room up to a certain degree and they will want more reverb in a mixed version of the 
same recording (Öziş 2008: 4). This point is very important, in order to understand 
and fulfill the complete production process. If the producer is planning to add a lot of 
reverb in the end, then the tracking sound of the instrument does not need to include 
much of the reverb of the recording room. The producer must know how to describe 
what he wants if he or she is not engineering in the same time. This is where the 
terminology describing the sound comes into play. 
The terminology that is used to describe sounds seems to be still an undiscovered 
issue. There have been publications in the west where some words are indicating to 
certain sound qualities that there is almost nothing unclear for the engineer or the 
performer (Bartlett 2005: 229). This is of course an issue of the industrial production 
that works along the musical production, where effect devices are designed in order 
to create certain sounds that have names already.  
Descriptive words should refer to concrete acoustic components such as room, 
plectrum, lever buzz, string tension or dimention such as front, rear etc. Only this 
way kanun players and sound engineers can find a common ground to work together. 
To summarize the microphone techniques, we can recommend the following for 
recording kanun in a Turkish Makam Music context: 
Given that most microphone pairs are possible and many microphone types are 
available, for a stereo close miking, one should try Blumlein stereo with ribbons or 
XY stereo both applied on the top perspective, with respect to the plectrum noise. A 
coincident pair would give the mono feeling best. In case there are ribbon 
microphones available, they can be helpful for capturing the presence of the 
instrument avoiding the unwanted plectrum noises. 
For an ambient miking, a good pair of omnidirectional microphones applied at an 
optimal distance between the side and the front perspective can deliver good results. 
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If a mono recording is intended, the point B should be chosen as a starting point and 
from there an optimal distance depending on the player’s style can be determined.  
These methods are all for recording kanun as a solo instrument. Of course, the 
recording can take place in a different context. For example, in case of a Turkish 
music ensemble with tanbur, kemençe, kanun, ud and cello, the kanun is mostly 
placed in the middle or close to the middle of the ensemble (Çağlayan 2009) 
(Karaduman 2008). This is due to its’ role being both the melody and rhythm 
instrument in the same time, so it is taken as a reference by other players. The 
leakages from the ud and the cello with low end must be controlled. A microphone 
such as the AKG C414 with a low-cut switch for 75 Hz can be handy. This leakage 
control must be done for all instruments of the ensemble so that a good close miking 
sound can be obtained. 
Another example could be a kanun accompanied by the grand piano (Berkman 
2009). Having great differences in their outputs, these two instruments are difficult to 
put together in an acoustic context, so that microphone positions play a crucial role. 
In order to leave the kanun some dynamic range to play, the piano must be damped 
or played silently. In case of an ambient pair, the stereo microphone must be 
positioned, so that both instruments are in balance. If this is not sufficient than 
acoustic treatment units such as gobos and tube traps can be used to control the 
pianos volume. Accent microphones for both instruments will allow additional 
control on the complete sound. 
Some projects involve kanun players who sing along while playing (Kostak-Toksoy 
2009). This configuration is prone to have leakage problems. For such recording 
setups, it is important to find out if an overdub option is possible. If not, then 
dynamic microphones could be an option, which would mean to make compromises 
on the sound quality.  
All these above-mentioned ideas can also be applied to other instruments such as the 
ney, ud or kemençe. For ney the leakage of the blown air into the recording is 
certainly a subject of discussion. For some situations, this could cause difficulties for 
both live sound and recording so that a foam windshield for the microphone could be 
helpful (Pemberton 2008). The same goes for the kemençe where the bow sound is as 
equally heard as the pitch. When recording the ud, additional microphones can be 
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placed to capture the resonances happening around the neck, but this could also add 
too much finger squeck sounds that could be unwanted.  
From the sound engineer’s perspective, it is important to have options while 
recording. If there are more than a single microphone available, some recording 
alternatives should be created. After the tracking stage, one may change his mind and 
decide to use another sound for the mix. It is best of course, to know what the 
recording is for and what sort of a sound the producer wants to create from this 
tracking. One should not forget that the musical taste and preference of one kanun 
player to another could be very different from each other. That goes for sound 
engineers and non-musicians too. 
This all comes together when the ears of both the sound engineers and performers are 
able to listen carefully. Being in the age of technical possibilities where almost every 
musician can get the chance to record, all musicians should benefit from it. Every 
musician must get the sense of what a microphone can change in the recording sound 
of his instrument. On the other hand, as some engineers would sometimes hesitate to 
approach an instrument (Kurşun 2009), anybody who is willing to become a 
producer must learn to listen to instruments that they have not recorded before while 
they are playing. Recording things by the books’ guidelines can help an engineer up 
to a certain point, but at the end of the day, the recording that is created must be 
nothing but music.  
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APPENDIX A: DVD PART 1-SOLO KANUN RECORDINGS (1910-2009) 
 
Track 1: Kanuni Hacı Arif Bey (1862-1911), recorded probably 1910, performing a 
taksim in the makam of Suzinak. (Ayangil 2009) 
Track 2: Ahmet Yatman (1897-1973), (Ayangil 2009) 
Track 3: Kanuni Ferid Alnar (1906-1978), recorded in the 1920s, performing a 
taksim in the makam of acem aşiran. (Ayangil 2009) 
Track 4: Vecihi Daryal (1914-1970), (Ayangil 2009) 
Track 5: Cüneyt Kosal (Ayangil 2009) 
Track 6: Sadettin Öktenay (1930), (Ayangil 2009) 
Track 7: İsmail Tezelli (Ayangil 2009) 
Track 8: Erol Deran (1937), from the album, “Kanun Soloları” [Turkish Classic 
Music - Instrumental], MegaMüzik, KB 99.34.Ü.963.055, [Bandrol: YCD-YEI 
005550].  
Track 9: Ahmet Meter (1958), 2006, performing a taksim in the makam of Hicaz, 
taken from the album Efsane, Pan Yayıncılık, 2006. 
Track 10: Halil Karaduman(1959), performing a taksim in the makam of hüzzam. 
(Karaduman 2009). 
Track 11: Ruhi Ayangil (1952), playing Ferid Alnar’s saz semaisi, excerpt from the 
album Ferid Alnar, THY, 2009. 
Track 12: Aytaç Doğan, except from the album Taksim Trio, Doublemoon, 2007. 
Track 13: Göksel Baktagir (1966), playing a taksim in the makam of 
kürdilihicazkar. (Ayangil 2009).  
Track 14: Göksel Kartal, performing a taksim in the makam of saba, excerpt from 
the album The Art of Kanun, 1994, Golden Horn Records, USA. 
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APPENDIX B: DVD PART 2-STEREO RECORDINGS OF ALL THREE 
ETUDES  
 
All tracks were performed by Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ayşegül Kostak Toksoy, recorded by 
Can Karadoğan in ITU-MIAM recording studios in May 2009. 
Track 1: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the front position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 2: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the front position, Nihavend 
etude. 
Track 3: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the front position, Rast etude. 
Track 4: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the side position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 5: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the side position, Nihavend 
etude. 
Track 6: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the side position, Rast etude. 
Track 7: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the top position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 8: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the top position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 9: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the top position, Rast etude. 
Track 10: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the front position, Hicaz 
etude. 
Track 11: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the front position, Nihavend 
etude. 
Track 12: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the front position, Rast etude. 
Track 13: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the side position, Hicaz 
etude. 
Track 14: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the side position, Nihavend 
etude. 
Track 15: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the side position, Rast etude. 
Track 16: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the top position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 17: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the top position, Nihavend 
etude. 
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Track 18: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the top position, Rast etude. 
Track 19: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the front position, Hicaz 
etude. 
Track 20: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the front position, 
Nihavend etude. 
Track 21: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the front position, Rast 
etude. 
Track 22: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the side position, Hicaz 
etude. 
Track 23: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the side position, 
Nihavend etude. 
Track 24: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the side position, Rast 
etude. 
Track 25: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the top position, Hicaz 
etude. 
Track 26: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the top position, 
Nihavend etude. 
Track 27: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the top position, Rast 
etude. 
Track 28: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the front position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 29: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the front position, Nihavend 
etude. 
Track 30: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the front position, Rast etude. 
Track 31: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the side position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 32: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the side position, Nihavend 
etude. 
Track 33: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the side position, Rast etude. 
Track 34: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the top position, Hicaz etude. 
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Track 35: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the top position, Nihavend 
etude. 
Track 36: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the top position, Rast etude. 
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APPENDIX C: DVD PART 3-MONO RECORDINGS OF ALL THREE 
ETUDES  
All tracks were performed by Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ayşegül Kostak Toksoy, recorded by 
Can Karadoğan in ITU-MIAM recording studios in May 2009. 
Track 1: Neumann U-87 at point A position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 2: Neumann U-87 at point A position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 3: Neumann U-87 at point A position, Rast etude. 
Track 4: AKG C-414 at point A position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 5: AKG C-414 at point A position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 6: AKG C-414 at point A position, Rast etude. 
Track 7: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point A position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 8: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point A position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 9: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point A position, Rast etude. 
Track 10: Neumann KM-184 at point A position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 11: Neumann KM-184 at point A position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 12: Neumann KM-184 at point A position, Rast etude. 
Track 13: Neumann U-87 at point B position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 14: Neumann U-87 at point B position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 15: Neumann U-87 at point B position, Rast etude. 
Track 16: AKG C-414 at point B position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 17: AKG C-414 at point B position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 18: AKG C-414 at point B position, Rast etude. 
Track 19: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point B position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 20: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point B position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 21: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point B position, Rast etude. 
Track 22: Neumann KM-184 at point B position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 23: Neumann KM-184 at point B position, Nihavend etude. 
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Track 24: Neumann KM-184 at point B position, Rast etude. 
Track 25: Neumann KM-184 at point C position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 26: Neumann KM-184 at point C position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 27: Neumann KM-184 at point C position, Rast etude. 
Track 28: Shure SM-57 at point A position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 29: Shure SM-57 at point A position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 30: Shure SM-57 at point A position, Rast etude. 
Track 31: Shure SM-57 at point B position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 32: Shure SM-57 at point B position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 33: Shure SM-57 at point B position, Rast etude. 
Track 34: Shure SM-57 at point C position, Hicaz etude. 
Track 35: Shure SM-57 at point C position, Nihavend etude. 
Track 36: Shure SM-57 at point C position, Rast etude. 
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APPENDIX D: DVD PART 4-TYPE A SURVEY CD TRACKS 
 
Track 1: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the side position, Hicaz etude –
from measure 2 to 5. 
Track 2: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the front position, Hicaz etude – 
from measure 2 to 5. 
Track 3: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the top position, Hicaz etude – 
from measure 2 to 5. 
Track 4: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the front position, Rast etude – 
from measure 7 to 8. 
Track 5: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the top position, Rast etude – 
from measure 7 to 8. 
Track 6: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the side position, Rast etude– 
from measure 7 to 8. 
Track 7: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the front position, 
Nihavend etude– from measure 9 to 11. 
Track 8: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the side position, 
Nihavend etude– from measure 9 to 11. 
Track 9: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the top position, Nihavend 
etude– from measure 9 to 11. 
Track 10: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the front position, Rast etude– 
from measure 7 to 8. 
Track 11: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the side position, Rast etude– 
from measure 7 to 8. 
Track 12: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the top position, Rast etude– 
from measure 7 to 8. 
Track 13: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the front position, Hicaz 
etude– from measure 11 to 13. 
Track 14: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the front position, Hicaz etude– 
from measure 11 to 13. 
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Track 15: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the front position, Hicaz etude– 
from measure 11 to 13. 
Track 16: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the front position, Hicaz 
etude– from measure 11 to 13. 
Track 17: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the top position, Hicaz etude 
– from measure 13 to 15. 
Track 18: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the top position, Hicaz etude– 
from measure 13 to 15. 
Track 19: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the top position, Hicaz etude– 
from measure 13 to 15. 
Track 20: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the top position, Hicaz 
etude– from measure 13 to 15. 
Track 21: XY Pair with a Rode NT-4 microphone in the side position, Nihavend 
etude– from measure 5 to 7. 
Track 22: ORTF Pair with AKG 414C microphones in the side position, Nihavend 
etude– from measure 5 to 7. 
Track 23: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the side position, 
Nihavend etude– from measure 5 to 7. 
Track 24: A-B Pair with DPA 4006 microphones in the side position, Nihavend 
etude– from measure 5 to 7. 
Track 25: Neumann U-87 at point A position, Rast etude– from measure 12 to 13. 
Track 26: AKG C-414 at point A position, Nihavend etude– from measure 12 to 13. 
Track 27: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point A position, Rast etude–from 
measure 12 to 14. 
Track 28: Neumann KM-184 at point A position, Hicaz etude– from measure 11 to 
13. 
Track 29: Neumann U-87 at point B position, Nihavend etude– from measure 5 to 7. 
Track 30: AKG C-414 at point B position, Hicaz etude– from measure 3 to 5. 
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Track 31: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point B position, Rast etude– from 
measure 7 to 9. 
Track 32: Neumann KM-184 at point B position, Hicaz etude– from measure 3 to 5. 
Track 33: AKG C-414 at point A position, Rast etude–from measure 12 to 14. 
Track 34: AKG C-414 at point B position, Rast etude–from measure 12 to 14. 
Track 35: Neumann U-87 at point A position, Nihavend etude–from measure 1 to 2. 
Track 36: Neumann U-87 at point B position, Nihavend etude–from measure 1 to 2. 
Track 37: Neumann KM-184 at point B position, Rast etude–from measure 5 to 6. 
Track 38: Neumann KM-184 at point A position, Rast etude–from measure 5 to 6. 
Track 39: Neumann KM-184 at point C position, Rast etude–from measure 5 to 6. 
Track 40: Shure SM-57 at point B position, Nihavend etude–from measure 1 to 2. 
Track 41: AKG C414 at point B position, Nihavend etude–from measure 1 to 2. 
Track 42: Royer R-121 ribbon microphone at point B position, Rast etude–from 
measure 1 to 2. 
Track 43: Blumlein Pair with Royer R-121 microphones in the top position, Rast 
etude–from measure 1 to 2. 
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APPENDIX E: THE SURVEY FORM 
 
The following form was used for interviewing the subjects of the survey. Depending 
on the type of the sample CD, the subjects had to circle the appropriate type A or B. 
The survey’s duration was variable: Depending on the subject’s concentration, the 
surveys took from 15 minutes up to 50 minutes. 
 
İSTATİSTİKSEL BEĞENİ ANKETİ  TÜRÜ:   A  B 
TEZ BAŞLIĞI:  Statistical Evaluation of Production Techniques as They Relate to Turkish Makam Music: Case Study 
Kanun 
YAPAN: Ar. Gör. Can Karadoğan, İTÜ-MİAM 
YÜRÜTÜCÜSÜ:  Prof. Şehvar Beşiroğlu, İTÜ-TMDK, İTÜ-MİAM 
 
BİRİNCİ BÖLÜM 
 
SORU 1:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 1, 2, 3)   
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz üç farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
1  2  3 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
  
 
 
SORU 2:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 4, 5, 6)  
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz üç farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
4  5  6 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
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SORU 3:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 7, 8, 9)  
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz üç farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
7  8  9 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran 
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
  
 
 
SORU 4:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 10, 11, 12)  
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz üç farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
10  11  12 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran 
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
  
 
 
 
SORU 5:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 13, 14, 15, 16)  
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz dört farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
13  14  15  16 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran 
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
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SORU 6:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 17, 18, 19, 20)  
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz dört farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
17  18  19  20 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
  
 
 
 
 
 
SORU 7:  (İlgili CD Parçaları 21, 22, 23, 24)  
A. Dinlemiş olduğunuz dört farklı kayıttan hangisi kanun kaydı beğeninize en yakın 
duyulmaktadır?  
 
21  22  23  24 
 
B. Seçmiş olduğunuz kaydı aşağıdaki sıfatlar açısından puanlayınız. Seçmiş olduğunuz 
örneği tekrar dinleyebilirsiniz:  
 Az Orta Çok 
Gerçekçi: 
Aynı odada çalan ve doğrudan kulağa gelen bir kanun gibi etki eden
  
 
 
Ayrıntılı:   
Kanunun bütün frekanslarını aktaran
  
 
 
Doğal:    
Çift kulak ile duyum kalitesi, stereofonik mekân duyumu olan
  
 
 
Zengin:   
Yapım olarak ilginç ve aslından daha güzel etki eden
  
 
 
 
 
----------------------------BİRİNCİ BÖLÜMÜN SONU--------------------------- 
 
İKİNCİ BÖLÜM 
 
SORU 8:  (İlgili CD Parçası 25)   
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
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SORU 9:  (İlgili CD Parçası 26)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
 
SORU 10:  (İlgili CD Parçası 27)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?   
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
 
SORU 11:  (İlgili CD Parçası 28)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
 
SORU 12:  (İlgili CD Parçası 29)   
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
 
SORU 13:  (İlgili CD Parçası 30)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
 
SORU 14:  (İlgili CD Parçası 31)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
 
SORU 15:  (İlgili CD Parçası 32)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu kaydı sizce aşağıdaki sıfatlardan hangisi veya hangileri tasvir eder?  
 
Sert   Yumuşak  Derli-toplu Plastik  Tahta 
 
Dağınık Fazla-gürültülü  Temiz  Doğal  Yapay 
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SORU 16:  (İlgili CD Parçası 33, 34)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu iki kayıttan hangisini daha çok beğendiniz?  
 
33  34 
 
SORU 17:  (İlgili CD Parçası 35, 36)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu iki kayıttan hangisini daha çok beğendiniz?  
 
35  36 
 
SORU 18:  (İlgili CD Parçası 37, 38, 39)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu ÜÇ kayıttan hangisini daha çok beğendiniz?  
 
37  38  39  
 
SORU 19:  (İlgili CD Parçası 40, 41)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu iki kayıttan hangisini daha çok beğendiniz?  
 
40 41 
 
SORU 20:  (İlgili CD Parçası 42, 43)  
Dinlemiş olduğunuz bu iki kayıttan hangisini daha çok beğendiniz?  
 
42  43 
 
----------------------------ANKETİN SONU--------------------------- 
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APPENDIX F: COMPLETE SCORES OF THE KANUN EXERCISES 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.1 : Kanun etude in Hicaz 
 
 
 
Figure A.2 : Kanun etude in Nihavend 
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Figure A.3 : Kanun etude in Rast 
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APPENDIX G: GLOSSARY (English and Turkish Terms) 
 
Cardioid: Heart shaped microphone pattern where the sensitivity at the back of the 
microphone falls about 12 dB in compared to the front 
 
Condenser microphone: The type of microphone that uses an electrified membrane 
as transducer 
 
Compression: Dynamic adjustment of musical channel 
 
Dynamic microphone: The type of microphone that uses an electrical coil as 
transducer 
 
EQ: Frequency adjustment of musical channels 
 
Genre: Musical style that is accepted as a common base standard in the market 
 
Makam: The scale or melody groups in Turkish traditional and folk music. 
 
Mandal: Lever or switch; the kanun has switches that allows the player to tune every 
string set individually while performing. 
 
Multi-track recording: The type of studio recording in which more than one 
channels are recorded simultaneously 
 
Miking: Word for the whole placing and connection of microphones for a recording 
or live sound setup.  
 
Mixing: The step after the recording where many channels in a context are balanced 
and controlled under each other and than in that balance are written in a single two 
channel file 
 
Mastering: The step after mixing where the mix down is fine tuned for end listeners 
by adjusting its level, frequency and compression without using the separate 
channels of the mix 
 
Omni directional: Type of microphone that is sensitive to all directions, 360 
degrees, sphere formed coverage 
 
Panorama: Left-right channel positioning of musical components in a mix 
 
Polar Pattern: The shape of the response field of a microphone capsule 
 
Production: General term for the entire album recording process 
 
Proximity Effect: An increase in the low frequency response when a sound source 
gets to close to a microphone (URL-11) 
 
Ribbon Microphone: The type of microphone that uses very thin metal ribbon as 
transducer 
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Sound image: The sonic picture of a recording where musical components are 
placed with a certain consciousness  
 
Take: The name for repetition of a recording in a working scheme of a studio 
production 
 
Taksim: The word for improvisation in Turkish Makam Music 
 
Tracking: Another word for recording, emphasizing the part of the process before 
mixing and editing 
 
Transient Response: A measure how rapidly the membrane of a microphone reacts 
to the accurate rises of the sound (Huber 1998: 14) 
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APPENDIX H: TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE EQUIPMENT 
USED 
 
This part gives the most important information on the technical properties of the 
equipment that is used in all stages of the project.  
DPA 4006 Condenser Microphones  
The DPA microphones have a great reputation on being extra sensitive microphones. 
The capsules of these microphones are designed by the Danish industrial audio 
company Bruel & Kjaer (URL-7). These microphones are very often used for 
industrial measurements as well. They are condenser microphones with 
omnidirectional polar patterns. Being carefully matched as a pair, their high 
sensitivity, low noise-floor and linear frequency make them suitable for any stereo 
A-B recording such as the BBC3 Radio in London records the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra with both wide and narrow pairs of these microphones (Pemberton 2008). 
 
 
Figure A.4 :   A pair of DPA 4006 omnidirectional condenser microphones on a 
stereo bar (URL-9).        
 
Neumann U87Ai Condenser Microphones 
Many modern studios today tend to have a Neumann U87 for it is widely used for 
almost any sound source. Therefore, it is the best known microphone of Neumann. 
The reason is simple: Having a large dual-diaphragm capsule with switchable  
omnidirectional, cardioid and figure-8 patterns, the microphone can be used with 
various stereo techniques as well. These are selectable with a switch below the 
headgrille (URL-10). It also has a -10dB pad switch for recording high sound 
pressure level sources without distortion. Furthermore, the low frequency response 
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can be reduced to compensate for proximity effect, which may become unwanted 
sometimes. 
 
Figure A.5 : Neumann U87Ai condenser microphone on a shock mount (URL-10).
          
Neumann KM 184 Condenser Microphones 
The shape and the transmission characteristics of thie microphone makes it quite 
suitable for a very wide range of tasks in the radio and television sector (URL-10). 
The KM 184 has a gentle boost at around the frequency of 9 kHz. It is also seen as a 
economic one of the Neumann series, hence, it is widely in use in many studios all 
around the world. 
 
Figure A.6 : Neumann KM-184 cardioid condenser microphone (URL-10). 
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AKG C414 BTL II Condenser Microphones  
This microphone is widely used in many studios because of its multi adjustment 
possibilities. The AKG C414 offers five different polar patterns, a two level low-cut 
switch and a two level level padding which makes the microphone appliable for all 
sorts of sound sources and all stereo microphone techniques.The frequency response 
has a boost around 8 kHz which may add an airy sound to the recorded source (URL-
12). 
 
Figure A.7 : AKG C414 condenser microphone on a shock mount (URL-12). 
 
Royer R-121 Ribbon Microphones  
Like many of the best ribbon microphones, the Royer R-121 has a natural figure of 
eight pattern (URL-15). The output of the ribbon microphone is similar to a dynamic 
microphones output. This model requires preamplifiers with high impedance, such as 
the Grace Design amplifier, which is chosen in this project. The most important 
quality of this microphone beside its flat frequency response is the high directionality 
that comes along with the ribbon structure. The microphone would not pick up any 
other instruments sound that could leak into the response field from the side. It is 
said to have a high side rejection. 
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Figure A.8 : Royer R-121 ribbon microphone (URL-15). 
 
Rode NT-4 Stereo XY Condenser Microphone Pairs 
The Rode NT-4 is a stereo microphone with a pair of condenser microphones 
positioned as a coincident pair, in other words with a fixed 90 degree XY position. 
This eliminates the problem of finding matched pairs for stereo recordings (URL–
16).  
 
Figure A.9 : Rode NT-4 stereo condenser microphone (URL-16). 
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Shure SM57 Dynamic Microphones 
This microphone is probably the most widely used dynamic microphone for live 
sound and studio recordings. Especially for live sound it has a very effective cardioid 
pattern that eliminates background noise and leakage and isolates the main source 
(URL-17). 
 
 
Figure A.10 : Shure SM57 dynamic microphone (URL-17). 
 
Earthworks QTC1 Omnidirectional Condenser Microphone 
This condenser microphone is known for its extreme accuracy. It has an 
onmidirectional pattern and very suitable for recording details. The frequency range 
is said to be 4Hz to 40 kHz (URL-18). 
 
Figure A.11 : Earthworks QTC1 omnidirectional condenser microphone (URL-18). 
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Grace Design Model 801 Preamplifier 
The Grace Design Model 801 is very practical for it has eight equal channels with 
good quality. With its high impedance, this preamp is also very suitable for recording 
with ribbon microphones such as the Royer R-121s (URL-15).   
 
 
Figure A.12 : Grace Design Model 801 8-channel preamplifier (URL-19). 
 
Apogee SE 8000 Analog-to-Digital Converter 
As most of the studio productions today are done digitally, the convertion of the 
acoustic sound into the digital becomes utmost significant. The Apogee SE 8000 of 
ITU-MIAM studios is one of the best A-D converters of its period. It has eight 
channels, so that all eight channels recorded with the Grace preamplifier could be 
converted equally into digital. 
 
 
Figure A.13 : Apogee SE 8000 A-D Converter seen from front (URL-20). 
 
ProTools Recording Software  
The recordings were made with the ProTools based system of the studio. This 
software uses the Digidesign 192 interfaces as primary hardware but allows 
additional converters like the Apogee SE 8000 to be used as well (URL-21).  The 
6.9.2 version of this software was used for recording the etudes of this project.  
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Sony DRE 777 Sampling Reverb  
The Sony DRE 777 sampling reverb is one of the best reverbs that use sampled 
models of real acoustic places and concert halls. It reads the samples from a CD-
ROM and a memory stick. The Plate A setting with 7 ms of predelay of this reverb 
unit is used for preparing the samples of the survey. 
 
Figure A.14 : Sony DRE S777 sampling reverb unit (URL-22). 
 
Sony Discman D-NF 600 
As mentioned in Chapter three, the samples were put together into a CD and were 
played to the subjects via the Sony Discman D-NF600 and a pair of headphones. In 
this way, it was possible to meet the subjects whereever they wanted.  
 
Figure A.15 : Sony D-NF 600 discman (URL-23). 
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Sony MDR-V700 Headphones 
Due to its impedance and sound quality, the Sony MDR-V700 headphones had a 
very nice match with the Sony Discman mentioned above. The cups of this pair were 
foldable so that it would fit into a small bag together with the discman and the 
portable recorder. 
 
Figure A.16 : Sony MDR V700 headphones (URL-24). 
 
M-Audio Microtrack 24/96 Recorder 
Finally, the M-Audio Microtrack 24/96 recorder was used to record the interviews. 
The recordings were made in order to have a back up. If there would be anything 
unclear in the survey formula notes, one could listen to the interview’s recording. It 
came handy for some interviews were kanun related topics beyond the survey were 
discussed.  
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Figure A.17 : M-Audio Microtrack portable recorder (URL-22).  
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